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AN ~ OF '!HE THESIS CF I.aura Mellinger for the Master of Arts in 
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Title: The First wardering Preachers 
APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF 'lliE THESIS CC'Mfi'l'rEE: 
Susan c. Karant~ . ~ "-.__ 
io Michael .t·. t<earC 
This thesis attanpts to trace the origins of the warrlering 
preachers who appeared arourrl 1100 in Europe. These were men who took 
it upon themselves to 'Wal'lder through towns am countryside, preaching 
a variety of messages wherever they foom an audience. They are of 
interest in prefiguring St Francis' style, ard in exemplifying the 
ramification of voluntary poverty styles which fannerl their context. 
They are also important for their central role in various novanents of 
pop.ilar piety. 
The earliest preachers Iteltioned "Were active pr.llnarily in the 
area of northwest France. Robert of Arbrissel began his itinerant 
2 
preaching here in 1096. He seens to have exerterl a wide influence,, 
am a number of others are namerl as following his exaxrple. Following 
these men's activities, four other figures are named as engaging in 
w:irrlering apostolates in southern France ard the !ow Countries begin-
ning in the secorrl decade of the twelfth century. Contarp::>rary docu-
ments, particularly saints' lives am letters, may be drawn up:>n to 
characterize this developnent. 
The expansion of voluntary p:werty styles which fonnerl these 
preachers' context took shape nainly as a proliferation of variations 
on the style of hennit arrl canon. The w:urlering preachers seen par-
ticularly to have ccrce fran anong the hermits, tb:>ugh also exhibiting 
ties to other fonns of the life of spiritual poverty. 1-'bst strikingly, 
evidence suggests that a number of hermits an:i preachers ¥Jere fugi-
tives fran traditional Bene:iictine nona.steries. The major figures 
namerl by my sources all came fran positions within the church. 
While his imnerliate precursors were the preachers of the First 
Crusade, in developing this style as a way of life with a broader mes-
.sage Robert drew on certain general sources of influence. These in-
clude the idea of the imitatio Christi,and the penitential pilgrimage, 
ard the atphasis am:::>ng canons on doing the "'WOrk of Martha." The 
adoption of this style by other churchnen may suggest a certain climate 
of lx>th.fervor am restlessness within the church which is also sug-
gesta:l by the careers of a number of participants in the general irove-
ment toward voluntary poverty. The fact of the itinerant preachers' 
origins within the church is striking in itself. As evidence irrli-
cates that the preachers were often form& regular religious, this 
phenanenon is also significant as a means of no:lif iei nonastic values 
an::1 teachings having been taught arrong the general p:>µilace. 
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At the en:1 of the eleventh century Europe witnesSErl the appear-
ance of waniering preachers. These individuals took it upon ther.1-
selves to warx:ler through towns arrl countryside, preaching a variety 
of nessages wherever they foun::l an audience. They are of interest in 
prefiguring the style of St Francis, as well as in exenplifyinq the 
rarnif ication of voluntary poverty styles which formErl their context. 
They are also im{x:>rtant for their central role in contarqX>rary rcove-
rrents of pop.ilar piety which rangerl fran calls to loving and prayer-
ful camnmity, to crusades a.rd tx=>grans. This paper will explore the 
corrlitions arrl characteristics of these preachers' emergence. It will 
first examine the expansion of the lifestyle of voluntary p::>verty. It 
will then seek to characterize the backgrourrl, origins, arrl 6'!lpha.sis 
of the warrlering preachers thanselves. 
I have fourrl represente:l b.o major scmlarly viewpoints concern-
ing the spread of voluntary {X>Verty. The first is outlinerl b_y Lester 
K. Little in Religious Poverty arxi the Profit F.co!lC!11Y in Herlieval 
Europe.1 As the title ~lies, Little sees this phenanenon prinarily 
1 rester K. Little, Religious Poverty arrl the Profit F.conany in 
Medieval Europe (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1978) 267 pages. This viewrx:>int 
is presented also in his article written jointly with Barbara H. Ro!Bl-
\Yein, "Social Meaning in the rt:>nastic am Merrlicant Spiritualities," 
Past & Present May 1974: 4-32. 
as a reaction to the growth of a I!Diley-baSEd, profit-oriental econ-
any. He defines this system's praiecessor as a "gift econany, '' in 
2 
which " ••• goods am services are exdhangerl witl'nlt having specific, 
calculatai values assicjned to than. Prestige, ~, honour, arrl 
wealth are all expresse:l in the spontanecus giving of gifts • 
The focus of this transaction is upon the act of exchanging rather 
than upon the item exchangro. 2 
Little indicates the transition fran gift oconany to profit 
" 
econany as raising "acute problems involving ~sonalisn, rroney, arrl 
noral tmCertainty." These resultai fran the social ccr.plexity of the 
urban environm=nt, the effect of the spread of noney transactions upon 
various human activities arrl relationships, arrl the "obsolescence of 
prevailing Christian nnrality." He believes that a spiritual crisis 
caused by a 11disjuncture bett.Een socio-econanic change arrl resist.aoce 
to adaptation" lei to the reSfX)nse of various styles of voluntary pov-
erty. The varieties of response are representai by nonks, hennits, 
regular canons, "various groups of pious laymen," arrl friars. 3 
Little's theory raises certain questions. One sort of question 
is raised by the basic assurrption .implierl in his approach. It con-
cerns the adequacy of treating a spiritual resixmse exclusively as a 
reaction to socio-econanic comitions. An:>ther sort of question is 
raise:l by the inadequacy of this theory in accounting for cases in 
which a developing ecanany has not provokai a similar reaction, or in 
which voluntary p:werty ms been adopted urder different econanic 
2 Little 4. 
3 Little 19, xi. 
3 
circumstances. 
The secom major viewpoint on this subject is outline3 in Ta-
de.isz Manteuffel 's Birth of a Heresy; The Mepts of Voluntary Poverty 
in the Middle Ages. 4 This view presents the spread of voluntary p:N-
erty as arising out of the corditions of the Gregorian Refo:r:m. Mm-
teuffel states, 
The evangelical precept re:arrnerrling to the faithful the 
renun=iation of "WOrldly gocds in order to open for thenselves 
the paths leading to perfection, experiencerl a resurgence of 
favor within the clinate of the struggle mdertaken for the 
refonn of the Church. 5 · 
Manteuffel draws on certain wxks of Ellropean scb:>larship which I 
have not been able to consult. Especially, he makes reference to ma-
jor -works by Herbert Grurrlma.nn am. Ernst Werner. However, Manteuffel 
implies that his b:lsic interpretation agrees with theirs. 6 
The general setting of this view lies in recent scb:>larship con-
cerning the era of refonn, David Knowles explains that tlnlgh previ-
ously historians treat.Erl refo:r:m efforts alllDst entirely in terms of 
"the contest between enpire ard papacy, 0 recent scb:>larship has 
4 Tadeusz Manteuffel, Naissance d'une h&~sie~ Les adeptes de la 
pauvrete volontaire au I:t?yen !9e, trad. Arma Posner (Paris: ~b.lton, 
1970) 113 pages. 
5 Manteuffel 11. 
6 Manteuffel 11, n. 1. He cites Herbert Grurrlma.nn, Religit5se 
Bewegungen :im Mittelalter (Hildeshehn, 1961) am Ernst Werner, Die ge-
sellscha.ftlichen Grurrllagen der Klosterrefonn :im XI Jahrhun:iert (Ber:rfu, 
1953). These scb:>lars are reccmnerrlErl also by A. Vauchez in "Ia pauv-
rete volontaire au ?·t:>yen Age," Annales Nov .-Dec. 1970: 1566, n. 1. He 
states that the fundamental -workS on the thane of voluntary poverty 
are that by Grurrlma.nn which has been mentioned, arrl E. Werner, P~es 
Christi: Studien zu Sozial-Religi<:Ssen Bewungen .im Zeitalter des ~onn­
papsttums (Leipzig, 1956). 
broadened this view. 
It is only within the last fifb.! years that this great dis-
p.lte ••• has been seen nore correctly as one aspect of a 
vast nDVanent of noral, disciplinary am administrative refonn 
affecting the wbJle of society am mt only the papicy am the 
clergy. 7 
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Both Knowles arxl Christopher Dawson set oot views of the refonn 
novanent as beginning with the nonastic refonns of the tenth century 
airl taking on wider s::ope in the eleventh. During this century in:li-
viduals fran reformed rconasteries joinErl with other churchnen in ef-
forts t;or,a:rci rcore general refonn, especially in I.Drraine arrl Burgurrly. 
When the r..orraine reformer Leo IX \e.S raisai to the papacy, he initi-
at.Erl a papal le:dership role far this nnvanent~ He brought to Rema 
such other I.Drraine refonners as Hugh carrlidus, Udo of 'Ibul, FrErlerick 
of r..orraine, am Humbert of M:::>yennoutier. 8 
A major arphasis of the new papacy's program was the refonn of 
the clergy. This centerErl particularly on the issues of s.inony, which 
was defined as heresy, arrl of nicolaism, which was viewed as a viola-
tion of genuine clerical p.irity. This anphasis also took shape in an 
attanpt to institute the camon life ar.:ong certain orders of the cler-
gy, espa:ially canons. 9 walter Ullmann characterizes Hildebrarrl's 
7 David Knowles with Dbnitri Ol:x>lensky, The Middle Ages, The 
Christian Centuries 2 (New Yark: Paulist, 1969) 165. 
8 Knowles 165-71; Christopher Dawson, "lt>nastic Refonn arrl 
Christian Culture," The Gregorian Epoch: Refonnation, Revolution, Re-
action?, Ed. Schafer Williams, Problems in European Civilization (:Bos-
ton: Heath, 1964) 47-54. 
9 Knowles 169-71; Augustin Fliche, Ia r~fonne gr9gorienne et la 
reconqu~te chretienne (1057-1123) , vol. 8 of Histoire de l '&;ilise de-
p.iis les arigines jusqu'! nos jours, ed. Augustin Fliche et victor 
Martin, 21 vols. (N.p.: Bla.xl & \Xiy, 1950) 15-16, 28-29, 32, 227. 
th:>ught in a way that may be taken as suggestive of the broadest in-
tent of the refann l!OVE!tletlt. He believes that Hilde.brani held as his 
sense of p.irpose the jnplanentation of "justice" in society. "Nhat 
5 
was nee:lai was the accamoiation of this society to Christian laws arrl 
maxims. • • • Justice in its Christian clothing w:ts to inspire the 
law ordering society 
. 10 
• • • • " Knowles am Dawson agree with Ullr.ann' s 
view. 
'Ibis viewpoint further proposes the sort of widespread pjblic 
involvenent that 'WOllld allow major repercussions to be felt within so-
ciety. Dawson cla:llns, 
For the first time in the history of the West an atte:npt 
was made to enlist p.Jblic opinion on either side, am a war 
of treatises arrl p:m1phlets was carried on, in which the m::>st 
furrlamental questions coocerning the relation of Church an::1 
state am the right of resistance to unjust autb:>rity were 
discussed exhaustively. 11 
Ullrcann asserts that the papacy anployed a }.X)licy of allying 
itself with relatively less privilege:l social groups. Of the Iateran 
decree of 1059 forbidding atten:larce at the services of priests living 
in concubinage, he states that the syncrlists' intent was to ally 
themselves 
• • • with social groups who belonged neither to the class 
of priests nor to that of the lard-owning lay lords; by pro-
clallning a strike on the part of laymen, the papacy attacked 
the wealthy wh:> conferred the ~lesiastical off ices aro bene-
fices. 12 
He further notes papal support of the Pataria, a Milanese 
lO waiter Ullmann, A SOOrt History of the Papacy in the Middle 
Ages (I..omon: Methuen, 1972) 148=49; Knowles 174; Dawson 52. 
11 Dawson 53. 
12 Ullrcann 143-44. 
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rrovement le1 by certain clerics which fought to refonn clerical norals. 
Ullmann characterizes it as of the "lower and l~st classes," an:1 
states that it was "a rrovenent at once econanic, social ard political, 
directe1 against the ~thy and influential forces in the city." He 
also mentions the dispatching to than of a banner signifying the Pet-
. kl . 13 rme u essmg. 
He takes this as an example of a nore general practice: 
The tenor of the papal arrl curial approach to the urban 
rrasses in Italy was once nore an implicit attack on the con-
servative, traditionalist forces in the towns themselves 
• • • • By harnessing this rrass novenent to its own pro-
granme, the papacy took a step of a veritably revolutionary 
character. 
Ullmann believes that it was the canbination of such alliances as 
these arrl the relations established with princes that enabled the pa-
pacy to play a central role in European society.14 
It is against the backgroum of this direction in scoolarship 
that Manteuffel presents the climate of church refonn as the central 
condition for the spread of voluntary poverty. He pro:r;oses three spe-
cific routes through which it spread. He first mentions "individuals 
who went much further in their ideas of refonn," clxx>sing the eranitic 
lifestyle. These include Nilus of Rosano, Saint Ram.lald, Saint John 
Gualbert, an:1 Peter Damian. He notes their :r;op.ilarity arrl influence, 
an:1 their function in reviving ancient traditions.15 
As the secorrl route, Manteuffel proposes a splinter group fran 
13 Ullmann 144-45. 
14 Ullmann 144-47. 
15 M::ulteuffel 12-13. 
7 
the Pataria. In their disillusiorment with the results of refonn ef-
forts, they began to seek a ne-1 basis for the Christian life. They 
novai in the direction of a Gospel-inspire:i style of IXJVerty.16 As a 
third route he mentions the rrovenent to revive the institution of can-
ans regular. He notes that carmunities '~e established. by refonning 
prelates. They includerl a new type confonning to the principles cf 
primitive Christian carrnunities. He then discusses the variety of 
poverty styles that canprisai the expansion of this ideal. With the 
canons, these includal types of nonk an:l hennit, as well as the itin-
erant preachers. He also mentions ccmnunities of laymen wl'X:> placed 
themselves urrler the direction of the m::>nks of Hirsau in Franconia, 
alx>ut wl'x:>se lifestyle little is known. 17 
A. Vauchez ccmnents on Manteuffel' s work. He agrees with Man-
teuffel' s basic viewpoint, while pointing to rrore spa:::ific ties with 
the central ref o:rrn novement arrl disp.lting the role of a splinter group 
fran the Pataria. He states that there is "no text which reveals an 
aspiration anong the Patarines toward voluntary poverty. 1118 
While Manteuffel accounts for the hennits as iniividuals who 
drew out inplications of refonnist ideas, Vauchez traces a line of 
thJught to account for this. He states that bet\'~ Humbert of lbyen-
noutier a.rd Paschal II, one sees a progressive realization of the 
"furrlam:mtal irrplications" of the refonn struggle. The battle against 
smony lal refonners to the cause of lay investiture. This raisa:l the 






question of the proper relationship bet\Een the church ard secular 
powers, an1 nore basically that of the proper "nroalities of its pres-
ence in the world. " 
One sort of answer to this question was realiza:i eschatology: 
the wilding of God's kingdan here on earth. This anS\-.er was the suc-
cessor to Gregory VII 's approach~ The other sort of answer w:ts radi-
cal poverty, as "the only way not to fall back into the contradiction 
between the ideal arrl the life actually lived. 1119 
In accounting far the canonical novanent, Vauchez stresses the 
role of the papacy. This is basa:i upon its efforts to institute the 
apostolic life annng the clergy in the sa=orrl half of the century: 
Gregory VII f aila:i in his efforts to inp:>se this manner of 
life upon the clergy as a \-role rut the m:wanent met with 
very great success anong wide circles of people: canons regu-
lar, lay grcupings such as those which formed arourrl Hirsau, 
Cistercians, cartlnlsians, etc. 20 
In accordance with these suggestions, this discussion of the 
spread of voluntary poverty will begin with an examination of the view-
point presented by these sclx>lars. However, it will focus nore par-
ticularly on these novenents' relationship to traditiona.l nnnasticism. 
Knowles states that 
The period of an-opean history between the death of St Ben.-
Edict (c. 548) am that of St Bernard (1153) has becare known 
as 'the nonastic age' • • • rronks of all kirrls, whether re-
garda:i as irxlividuals or in carmunity, "1ere an integral fre-
ture of continental am insular society, which they affecta:i 
on every level, spiritual, intellectual, liturgical, artis-
tic, administrative am econanic, IOOUlding its character an:i 
shaping its developnent. 21 




It \\as also pr.imarily within this institution that poverty \es pre-
served as an ideal, prior to the growth of the erenitic am canonical 
rcovements. 
The spread of voluntary poverty will set the oontext for the 
emergence of the itinerant preachers. The inspiration for discussion 
of than is drawn fran a scattering of sources. Several of these fig-
ures are camon subjects for studies on pop.llar heresy. Histories of 
nonasticisn often mention Robert of Arbrissel' s preaching. In his 
study of millenarian rcovements, Nonnan Cohn n:>tes that "revolutionary 
novanents of the poor, headed by nessiahs or living saints • • • oc-
curred with increasing frequency fran the end of the eleventh century 
onward." He describes than as generally following a pattern of be-
ginning as "freelance preachers devoted to the apostolic way of life," 
arrl then verging into messianic pretensions. He also mentions their 
role in the First Crusade am the accarpanying ~ans.22 
Berle K. Lackner, discussing the backgra.url of c!tea.ux, briefly 
discusses the 
• . • arergerx::e during the secorrl half of the eleventh cen-
tury of itinerant preachers, nosily fran the ranks of the her-
mits. • • • Their m:rlel W3.S Christ 1 the apostles am the Fa-
thers . • • • l-bving fran place to place, they engagai in 
preaching an::1 cared for the sick, the poor am the needy. 23 
Those he names are figures fran within the ortlnlax nonasticisn of 
21 Knowles 117. 
22 
Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennimn: Revolu~ 
Millenarians ard Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages, rev.~ (New 
York: OKford UP, 1970) 41-53, 61-70, 
23 
Baie K. Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Back~ of C!teaux, 
Cistercian Stu:iies Series 8 (waShliijtDri, o.c.: Cons:>rtium, 1972) 150-
51. 
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the late eleventh to early bJelfthcenturies.24 
Vauchez characterizes "the hennits arrl the '""1arrlerpraii<]er' wt~ 
m..tl.tiplierl in the West between 1080 arrl 1120" as th:>se wro, whether 
orth:xiox or heretical, were inspirai by the example of Christ. 25 Man-
teuffel also mentions then as p:irticularly clear examples of voluntary 
poverty, living fra11 ''what they obtainai fran their audierce arrl fran 
their fervent adepts. 1126 
These sources.point to the appeararx::e of w:urlering preachers as 
a praninent aspect of European !:KX:!iety near the errl of the eleventh 
century. They also point to the varie:l consequences of these preach-
ers' activities. A general treatment of then nay perha.ps be given in 
certain Gennan 'WOrks. 27 This discussion will draw on various sources 
in an attempt to set out the origins of itinerant preaching. 
24 I.ackner 151. 
25 Vauchez 1569, 1571. 
26 Manteuffel 31-37. 
27 Manteuffel (32, rm. 2, 4) cites Werner, Pauperes Christi arrl 
Johannes von ~l ter, Die ersten Wamerpraii~ankieichS (~ipzig, 
1903) as sources for Pobert of Arhrissel. titles :inply sane 
rrore general treatment. 
CHAPI'ER II 
'IHE SPRFAD CF VOilJNrARY POVERTY 
A major thrust of the spread of voluntary p:werty was fo:rme1 by 
a revival of the :institution of canons regular. 'llle results of Charle-
magne's atta:rpt to institute this way of life had decline:i, t:l'nugh 
Knowles notes that at certain points there ~ere efforts to revive it. 
These efforts were renewed in the eleventh century with widespread re-
sults, It was at this point that the Rule of St Augustine began to 1:e 
arq>loyai in these camunities,1 Tlnlgh this Rule had its basis in one 
of the saint's letters, R. w. Southern points oot that "until a.rout 
the middle of the eleventh century nol:x:rly seems to have thought of it 
as a 'Rule' at all •••• "2 
Southern further states that this Rule's 
• • • flexibility soon cause:1 it to be adoptErl by many 
groops of clergy axrl laity on the fringes of organizai re-
ligious life • • • • During the half-century fran 1075 to 
1125 new camunities foll~Ting the Rule of St Augustine ap-
pearai all over TNestern Europe • • • arrl they exhibita:l every 
kirrl arrl mixture of custans. 
Within this variety, he notes a polarization sllnilar to that beb-Jeen 
eranitisn am traditional Benaiictine rconasticisn: 
There was a •severe' scl'xx>l of tlnlght which insisterl on 
1 David Knowles with Dimitri Obolensky, The Middle Ages, The 
Christian Centuries 2 (New York: Paulist, 1969) 190-91. 
2 
R. w. Southern, Western Society axrl the Church in the Middle 
~ (New York: Penguin, 1970) 242. 
rules of abstinence, silence, manual labour, and psalno:ly; and 
there was a tbroad t school which allowro the use of meat, de-
nial the necessity of manual lalx:>ur, arrl was content to rest 
its rule on the requirarent that all things should be held in 
camon. 3 
12 
This variety also took shape in the emphasis of many houses upon 
providing a i:articular social service. These includai sc:OOOls, hos-
pitals, and places of refuge for the agerl, pregnant wcmen, lepers, and 
the blirrl. 4 Knowles mentions that the variety of ccmnunities included 
urban fourrlations, as \a.ell as small ccmnunities adjacent to a fourrler's 
castle, and other small ccmnunities placai in what had been proprietary 
crurches. There were both. these less strict ccmnunities and other 
"nnre fully organizerl" ones. Knowles also suggests that "in general, 
the climate of the age arrl the example of other orders terrlerl to 'rrona-
chise • the canons • • • and many of the larger houses became in:iis-
tinguishable fran houses of black rronks • • • • 115 
The role of the papacy in this revival is discussai by Augustin 
Fliche arrl toucha:l upon by Knowles. This role began with a Lateran de..-
cree of 1059 calling for adoption of the camon life by sane of the 
clergy. Fliche . remarks that this "Was part of Nicmlas II' s effort at 
their Hnoral r.efonn." The pope decreed: 
We have deciderl that clerics of those orders enumeratai a.OOve 
who, in obedience to our praiecessor, ha.ve maintained their 
chastity, ought, as is also fitting for truly pious clerics, to 
have neia.r the churches for which they have been ordained, a 
carrron refectory, a camon donnitory, and also to p:>ssess in 
camon all which canes to than fran the churches. We require 
3 Southern 242. 
4 Southern 248. 
5 Knowles 192. 
that they imne:iiately apply thanselves to bringing al:x:>ut the 
apostolic life, that is to say the ccrcm::>n life. 6 
13 
The orders of clerics for whcm this decree was interdai includai 
canons. This decree was renewed by Alexarrler II in 1063. "Fran this 
m::ment, many chapters re£o:a:red thanselves arrl adoptoo :rronastic prac-
tices, notably in the north of France where the tenns 'abbey of canons' 
(ahbatia canonicorum} arrl 'congregation of canons' (congregatio canon-
icorum) spread •••• " Fliche specifies Gregory VII's contrib.ltion 
to this ll'DVenent as the p.lblishing of a rule for the canons of Rane. 
HOwever, it was particularly Urban II win encouragoo the :rrovanent's 
growth. Urrler rum, it und~t a "prcrligious developnent. 117 Knowles 
agrees with Fliche in seeing a rapid growth in this rrovenent in the 
years following the Lateran decree, 8 
While adding details to the view presenterl by Vauchez, this 
leaves unanswere:l the question of lrM these papal dlecrees provokoo 
such a wide response. Fliche' s discussion of papal actions is l:ilni too 
to efforts towrrd refo:rm of the clergy. Yet Southern' s description 
arphasizes the wide arrl varierl shape of this rrove.ment, arrl its inclu-
sion of laymen as 'Well as clergy. And Vauchez implies even wider in-
fluence than within the canonical revival. 
Southern refers to a charter pre.amble in which Url:an II canpare:l 
:rronks arrl canons, setting out the analogy to the roles of Mary arrl 
6 Quotoo by Augustin Fliche, La re:Eonne egorienne et la recon-
qu~te chretienne Cl057-1123), vol. 8 of Histoire de l' lise ep.iis les 
origines jusqu 'a nos· jours, oo. Augustin Fliche et Victor M:rrtin, 21 
vols. (N.p.: Bloud & Gay, 1950) 28. 
7 Fliche 227. 
8 Knowles 191. 
14 
Martha" While monks al:andonai earthly things for contanplation, can-
ans made use of earthly things "with tears and almsgiving." The role 
of the canons was humbler, tut not less na::essary. At another point 
Southern ccmnents that ''m:rlesty an:1 service were ~ qualities which 
appealai to practical men in this pericrl of rapid growth •••• "9 
Southern also proposes another way in which the canons may have 
servai as a response to certain neEds. He states tha.t 
the so::ial upheavals of the eleventh century had brought 
into secure positions in the feudal structure many new fami-
lies, of :rood.est means b.lt with the instincts of grea.t larrl-
lords. Like their betters they wantai that symbol of stabil-
ity -- a religious house where they would be b::>noured as foun-
ders an:1 patrons, am b.lried with decency in the midst of 
their family. 
He cites examples to suggest that houses of canons were less expensive 
than monasteries, arrl so nore easily within the means of such fami-
1 . 10 ies. 
This movenent' s function as a response to such needs more craii-
bly accounts for it than do papal decrees alone. In addition, this 
description by Jean Leclercq suggests the importan::e of a variety of 
irrlividual aspirations: 
Cathedral chapters and colleges of clerics adoptoo the regu-
lar life, arrl when opposition prevented this reform a group 
would retire into solitude~ in sane places the canons had 
starte1 as a hospital fourrlerl by penitents, often laymen, for 
the p::>ar or the sick or travelers; on occasions hermit clerics 
came together to fonn a can:nunity, an:1 \Ere joinoo by laymen, 
sanet:irnes by children an:1 ~ too; gradually these latter -
conversae, sorores - became nuns, either as an autonarous 
group or forming a double monastery of canons and nuns. 11 
9 Southern 242-43. 
lO Southern 245-48. 
ll Jean Leclercq, Fr~ois Vamenbroucke, am I.ouis Bouyer, 
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The gap bet'Ween papal actions am the diverse phenanenon these sources 
suggest is a point tha.t requires further research. 
These diverse camrunities of canons may be characterizerl as in 
sane ways following a nonastic m::rlel, am in other ways reacting 
against it. Iaclmer points out that the call for clergy to observe 
chastity arrl the camnn life was a decision that they srould live like 
:rronks. He further ccmnents that the canons 1 fully observed vita ~­
nu.mis "meant the replacement of the mitigations of Aachen and a greater 
approximation to the Benedictine ideals."12 Little asserts that "the 
refonnai styles of the canonical life • • • all involvai to sane ex-
tent a campn liturgical life, a p::>int on which the canonical spirit-
uality -was clearly derivative of the rronastic. ,.l3 l\ccording to Le-
clercq, there gradually appearerl am::>ng the canons regular, "as in the 
Benaiictine tradition, ordines arrl consuetudines defining a.rrl canplet-
ing the three docmnents; nany of these colle:tions owed much to the 
Rule of St Benedict arrl to rronastic observances. 1114 The "three docu-
ments" are the versions of St Augustine's Rule. 
Yet it is equally clear that canons terrlai in sane -ways to 
choose alternatives to the roonastic m::xlel. This is seen particularly 
The Spirituality of the Middle Ages, trans. The Benaiictine M::>nks of 
Holiiie Eden Abbey, Carlisle (New York: Seahlry, 1968) 137. 
12 Broe K. Iackner, The Eleventh.Century Backgrourrl of C!teaux, 
Cistercian Stuiies Series 8 (WCishington, D.C.: Consortium, 1972) 158, 
160. 
13 Lester K. Little, Religious Poverty arrl the Profit F.conany in 
Medieval Europe (Ithaca! Cornell UP, 1978) 106. 
14 U:clercq et al. 137-38. 
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in their croice of an alternate rule, arrl of a generally greater ori.m-
tation toward the "life of Martha." Southern ccmnents that their 
"spontaneity, variety, and freeJ.an of movenent starrl in striking con-
trast to the stability of the older roonasteries. 1115 Knowles states 
that 
the Austin canons in general remainErl the least austere, the 
least seclud.Erl arrl the roost lcx:>sely organized of the regular 
orders, as it were the extreme left wing of the great phalanx 
in which the cartlnisians arrl camaldolese were on the extreme 
right. 16 
Canons arrl her.mi.ts may be seen partly as modifications of the nnnastic 
m:rlel, though in opposite directions. 
The eremitic revival began in the tenth century, arrl toward the 
errl of the eleventh spread rcore widely. I.ackner suggests that this 
revival had sane basis in an older eremitic tradition derivai fran 
Byzantine contacts. The revival began with the appearance of a number 
of hennits in northern Italy. These includai Nilus, Ranuald, S:imeon, 
Daninic of Foligno, arrl Vernerius.17 For the developnent of the ere-
mi tic revival, the nost important of these was to be St Ranuald (c. 952-
10271. His .importance within this IOOVenent was to result especially 
fran his postin.Jrcous influence upon Peter Damian, as well as fran his 
own WJrk. He also presents an early example of a particular pattern 
that will recur within this di~sion. This is the nonk who left his 
nonastery to becane a hermit. 
These examp~es are important in suggesting eremitism's ties to 
15 Southern 242-43. 
16 Knowles 192. 
17 I.ackner 146. 
traditional Bene:iictine nnna.sticisn. Ieclercq notes, 
Already at the beginning of the eleventh century, Is:> II , 
abbot of Nonantula an:i afterwards a.rchbish::>p of Ravenna fran 
999 to 1004, had been oblige:i to write at length to sane r.onks 
wh:> had be=ane hetmits, t.o ran:iro the:n of the ~tifying val-
ue of the cenobitic life • • • • 18 
Born into a noble family of Pavenna~ Raruald entere:i a nearby 
nonastery at the age of twenty. Little's descripticn :inplies that 
his subsequent departure was pr:ir.arily a flight fran a conspiracy 
17 
against his life. This was due to a dis?Jte with his brothers over 
his denunciation of their laxity. He states that after barely avert-
ing an e:rrly death, "Raruald flerl Saint~llinaris arrl began to live 
as a hennit, sanetimes alone arrl sanetimes in the canpany of other 
hennits."19 Lackner, lx:Jwever, stresses lbnuald's aspiration ta-ard 
the eremitic life. He also states that Raruald spent the next few 
years in the canpany of a particular hennit, ''Unable to satisfy his 
inOOm love of solitude an:i self-discipline in the abbey, he joinerl 
a hennit nama:1 Marinus; with rum he le:i the life of a warrlering her-
mit in central arx1 northern Italy for sane foor years."20 
Both agree that following this pericrl, he fcmrl his ·way to a 
nnna.stery in the Pyrenees. The abbot of this m:mastery allowe::l Rcm.BJd 
to live nearby as a hennit. During this time he stu:iioo ''ancient roo-
nastic auth:>rs, especially cassian.n Little rep:::>rts that upon his re-
turn to Italy, Ram.la.Id ~t to live :in the salt marshes near Raverma. 
However, Emperor Otto III a~inted him as abOOt of Sa:int-AfP)lfnaris. 
18 Ieqlercq et al. 128. 
19 Little 71. 
20 Lackner 168. 
"There followai a stonriy, one-year abbacy, and then Ranuald witl'xlrew 
again to Pereum, "
21 
18 
He then began his career as an organizer of the eranitic life in 
northern and central Italy. His major foundati6n T..es Omaldoli. This 
consisted of both an eranitic camn.mity and, down the hill fran it, a 
cenobitic one. Iackner notes that the hennits observed a very strict 
interpretation of the Rule of St Benedict. 22 
Peter Damian (c. 1007-1072) was also a native of Ravenna. Fol-
lowing a difficult childhxxi, he received an excellent education and 
began a career as a te3.cher. However, in about 1035 he entered the 
hennitage of Fonte Avellaria. This came in resolution of a spiritual 
crisis, during which he had been particularly impressed by 1:\\0 her-
mits' story of Ranuald. 
23 
Leclercq .i.Irlicates that Damian vi~ the eranitic life as an 
alternative and higher foon of the religious life tran that lived 
within traditional roc>nasticisn. It was the narrow and difficult way, 
while traditional npna,sticisn presented a minimum level, a beginning. 
As mcxiels for this life, in one of his rules he held up the way of 
life describerl by Cassian, as well as the examples of Saints Anthony 
and Jerane. 24 In an early letter, the identity he specifies for hlm-
self and his fellow hennits is that of "pauper."25 
21 Little 71; Iackner 168. 
22 
Little 71; I.ackner 168 ..... 71. 
23 Little 72. 
24 
Jffin Leclercq, Saint Pierre Damien: Ermite et h:mne d'&:Jlise, 
Uanini e Dottrine 8 (Rane: Storia e Ietteratura, 1960) 47. 
25 . . . . 2 tr 1 . 1 tu Petrus Damianus, ~ 111. , Pa o ogiae cursus canp e s, 
Series Iatina, erl. J • ....P. Migne, 221 vols. (Paris: Garnier, 1844-64) 
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In 1043 Damian -was electro prior of the Fonte Avellana cannunity. 
Ieclercq notes that it l:a::ame. the center of a sort of congregation of 
foundations of which Damian acta:l as the superior. While this helped 
assure the prosperity of Ranualdian fourrlations includErl within the 
foundation, Damian also made a number of new foundations. J. P. Whit-
ney ccmnents that his renown as a spiritual guide brought in nany new 
adherents, for wh:m additional houses ~e requirerl. His foundations 
includ.Erl San Severino, Gamugno, Acerata, M..lrciano, 8uavicino, arrl 
'""--. 26 
\..A...J..l.. 
Little calls Damian the "leading theorist arrl propagator" of the 
eranitic novanent, 27 Leclercq notes that, wilding on the "t«>rk of 
Rarruald, Damian actErl as theorist arrl organizer. "The role of Saint 
Peter Damian ms to fonmtlate the ideal, to draft the law. 1128 It is 
the opinion of Louis Gougaud that ''by the eulogies they carposErl on 
the eranitic life, saints arrl spiriblal writers contrihltErl greatly to 
jropelling ascetics toward the IOOUntams and the forests. St. Peter 
Damian contril:uterl to this nore than any other. "29 Leclercq notes the 
CXLIV, 289 ~ !f • • • serl ego pauperculum locum ad regerrlurn suscipiens, 
qui prius per manetipsum solunm:Xlo pauper extiti, nunc per tot pauper 
ef fectus sum • • • " 
26 I.eclercq, Pierre Damien 43-.44; J. P. Whitney, Hildebra.rrline 
Essays (Cambridge: UP, 1932}_ lOO"""Ol. 
27 Little 75. 
28 1 . . 62 Lee ercq, Pierre Damien • 
29 IDuis Gougaud, Ermites et reclus: Ett:rles sur d'anciermes 
fonnes de vie religieuse (Ligug~, France: Ali:aye Saint-Martin, 1928) 
42. 
opinion of Damian's contanporary, Alberic of Monte cassino: 
He carries off the treasures of the Egyptians to construct a 
d~ling-place belonging to Gerl, this man who reads the poets 
and the philosophers so that he may have more vigor with which 
to penetrate the mystery of the heavenly language. 30 
20 
Damian exercise:l his influence through his organization arrl leadership 
of fourrlations, through his voluminous writings, arrl through the pran-
inent ar.d vocal example he rwst have set within refonn circles. 
Following upon a period of papal decadence, a particularly low 
i;:oint was reachai in 1032, three years before Damian began his life as 
a hennit. In this year Benaiict IX was made i;:ope. A my of t~l ve, 
he was elevaterl to the papacy as a move in his family's ~-er-plays 
arrl provai an especially de:2dent :pope. In the w:>rds of William can-
non, he markei the papacy's "nadir of political arrl social ineffec-
tiveness, mral degeneracy, unal:a.sherl vice, ar.d spiritual .imi;:otence." 
In 1045, "weary even of the pretense of rule, he sold the tiara to the 
highest bidder." In this way Gregory VI acquirai the papacy in an at-
tempt to refonn it.31 
Leclercq notes that during these years Peter Damian nost often 
residerl at Fonte Avellana, l::ut left it to help reform nonasteries, at-
terd synods, and speak with hisrops arrl with :popes; " • • • he was, in 
Italy, one of the :rrost visible churchnen." Leclercq mentions a nurn-
ber of letters written durmg this pericxl before Leo IX's accession, 
in which Damian urges churchmen. toward refonn. According to Leclercq, 
JO Leclercq, Pierre Damien 197. 
31 
William Ragroale cannon, History of Christianity in the Mid-
es; Fran the Fall of Rane to the Fall of Constantinople (New 
Abingdon, 1960} 141~2. 
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the three gre:itest evils he denouncerl were avarice, incontinence, and 
ignorance. He also wrote a letter to Hildebrand on merlitation. 
32 
As efforts to refonn the papacy gainerl greater success, Damian 
continuerl his close involvement. Ieclercq states that at the acces-
sion of Clanent II, the emperor ccmnande:l Damian to help the new pope 
with counsel. Damian attenderl Leo's council at Rane in 1049. While 
continuing his efforts toward refonn by persuasion, in 1057 he began 
his official role within the refonn papacy with Stephen IX's naming 
of him as cardinal-bishop of Ostia.. He also served as papal legate, 
being sent to de:il with the situation of the Pataria in Milan in 
1059, the dispute between the bishop of M&con arrl the Abbey of Cluny 
in 1063, arrl the marriage problems of Emperor Henry Nin 1069.33 
vhlle this dual involvanent in church reform and the eremitic 
revival might seen to support the viewpoint of Vauchez and Manteuffel, 
his conversion to the eranitic life occurred before he began his re-
form efforts. It came as a resolution of his personal spirituality. 
His eranitisn Y.a.S tlrus not an extension of his refonnist ideas. If 
anything, this example might suggest the opposite. 
John Gualbert (c. 995-1073} is also mentionerl in ooth connec-
tions. He presents a less distinct case, rut its interpretation tends 
in the same direction. One of the ways in which his case is less dis-
tinct lies in his choice of a mixerl lifestyle. Both Little arrl Iack..-
ner po.int out that he canbinerl the eremitic arrl the cenobitic styles 
32 Ieclercq, Pierre Damien 65-69. 
33 
Leclercq, Pierre Damien 65, 75; Little 72-73; Whitney 105. 
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at his nonastery of Vallanbrosa.. Little states that "John's ideal was 
sanething of a reforme:i Benedictine life tanpere:i with active church 
refonn arrl St Ranuald's eraniticisn," According to Iackner, "Life at 
Vallanbrosa was half cenobitic, half eranitic, with a purely conten-
plative interpretation of the Benerlictine .Rule." The difficulty in 
classifying this mixture is aophasize:i by Little's characterization of 
it as erenitic, arrl Iackner'·s as cenobitic. However, John clearly 
stressed the eranitic aspect in a way that presente:i a markerl contrast 
to traditional nonasteries. This is un:ierlinerl by Little's descrip-
tion of one of John's actions,; 
When he learn.Erl that a rich man had entererl one of Vallan-
brosa' s nonasteries in the old Benerlictine way, by bringing 
his family fortune with him, John went there right away, 
asked to see the charter of donation, tore it up, airl tram-
plai on the shrais, 34 
The other way in which John's case is less distinct lies in his 
tending toward l:oth eranitisn arrl refonnisn at roughly the same time. 
This is suggestai in Little's description of the course of events in 
his life. Having been persuadai by a vision to enter a Benaiictine 
nonastery, he was later chosen by his brothers as a.bl:x:>t, However, the 
ahbacy was sold b.y the Archbishop of Florence to a wealthy office-
seeker. On the advice of a nearby bennit, John fought this decision, 
denouncing both the abI:ot arrl the archbishop as sinoniacs before a 
town crovrl. His efforts proving unsuccessful, he with:lrew. He vis-
itoo Camaldoli before going on to establish his particular style of 
religious life at Vallanbrosa. 35 
34 rackner 188; Little 76. 
35 Little 75..,..76. 
John thus appears to have been irrq;>ellerl toward roth erenitism 
ard refonnism by the same incident. His eranitisn might further be 
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interpreted as an extrare reaction to an experience centering on the 
reformist issue of s.im:my. However, the sequence of events does not 
outline a prior involvement in church refo::an which evolved toward the 
extreme solution of the eranitic life. John's original vocation cen-
tering on a vision, a.rrl his ch:>ice of a hennit for advice, lx>th p:>int 
toward his :rrovenent toward eranitisn as being irrq;>ellerl roore by person-
al calling than by the develOptent of refonnist ideas. 
Damian also serves Little as a major example to support his 
theory that voluntary poverty constituted primarily a reaction to so-
cio-econanic corrlitions atteriling the growth of a nnney ~ncmy. Lit-
tle E!lphasizes Damian 1 s discanfort concerning nnney. Damian's conver-
sion to the eranitic life c:ccurrErl during what appeared the beginning 
of a lucrative teaching career. 
His biographer, John of I.aii, wl'X> was a personal ccmpanion 
in Peter's later years, said that Peter attracterl rra.ny stu-
dents arrl gained 'copirus riches' fran his ~k. But a cri-
sis developed for this ya.mg man in his early to mid twenties, 
for he oo longer cculd rely on the discipline of student life 
a.rrl seenerl unable to deal with the freerlan afforderl hlm by his 
fees. The resolution of his crisis came when he met and 
talk.Erl with t\tJO henni ts fran Fonte Avellana. He learned of St 
Ratn.lald fran than .. • • he offererl than a silver vase • • • • 
To his astonishnent, they refused the gift • • • Peter began 
to perceive that these men \Vere 'truly free am truly happy' 
(vere liberi verV'Jle beati), ani the events leading to his en-
try into Fonte Av lana \-~e thus placerl in notion. 36 
However, John of I.aii accamts for Damian's conversion quite 
differently. He writes that after Damian had begun to attract stu-
dents and wealth by his teaching, 
36 Little 72. 
• • • ~ began to reason with himself in this way: 'Why does 
yooth insist upon following the am..lSE!lelts suggesterl by its 
flesh? But nust I cling to these occupations am not rather, 
while renoun:ing then, look ahead toward rrore important errls 
\et±ora-proVideref? Dit What if I prani.se that I wi11-now 
be';;m-1:0-ao so, 'iliile I am .still in the vigor of my youth, arrl 
while my fortunes prosper? For I do rx>t live in the way that 
is far m:>re desirable am m:>re pleasing to God. ' 37 
24 
While in Little's description Damian's crisis focuse:I prmarily on an 
aootioral reaction to wealth, Jolm's description focuses on the 
question of what is truly valuable in life. Damian's decision to re-
nounce wealth followerl upon his decision to seek to please Gerl before 
all else. It is inadequate to present his conversion process witio.lt 
considering this questioning Qf values,_ ani this aspiration. 
It was sh:>rtly after the ~ of Peter Damian am John Gualbert 
that erenitisn spread nore widely. Iackner states that it was partic-
ularly toward the em of the eleventh century that this rrovanent grew. 
Th:>ugh he describes it as spreading "all over "1estern Europe,'' he e:n-
phasizes its particular strength in the "WeStern forestal regions of 
38 France. 
Anong the narces -we have preserva:l of irrlividual hennits, Le-
clercq lists Willi.am Finnat {d. 1095), Bernard of Tiron {d. 1117), 
Gerard of Salles {d. 1120), Vitalis of M:)rtain {d. 1122), and Stephen 
of Muret {d. 1124) ' as well as Geoffrey of reves airl Rainald the 
37 '-~- . p . . . 1 . CXLIV Joannes rronac ... .&LU:), Vita B. etri Damiani, Patro ogiae , 
117: " ••• ita secum agere coepit: Et cur delecter praesentihls, ut 
caro suggerit aetas exposcit? sa:1 nunquid his perituris debeo in-
haerere, et non magis istis remmtians potiora providere? At si 
forte post:m:xium hJc me facturum pranitto, quia oon nulto charius 
rrultoque Deo acceptius m:xio agere satago, dun aetas viget, dun pros-
pera mulcent?" 
38 I.ackner 146-47. 
. 39 ud . Hernu.t. Gouga mentions one 
" • • Anastase, an old rronk of M:>nt-5aint Michel, who re-
tirerl first to the islet of Tanbeline, arrl then to the Py-
renees. A man of great austerity of life, arrl auttor of a 
theological treatise, he was in contact with Saint Hugh, 
AbOOt of Cluny, who held rum 1n high. estean, arrl Saint An-
selm expresserl the wish to count him an:ong his own corres-
pon:len ts. 40 
Leclercq also mentions another hermit namErl Hugh, who was bishop of 
Nevers fran 1110 to 1120.4l 
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I.ackner believes that these hennits came fran a broad spectnnn 
of society, including "clerics arrl laymen, men arrl \Ollen, rich arrl 
pcor, soldiers arrl peasants, lettererl arrl unlettererl. ,.4 2 Leclercq 
states that "these new kin:is of 'hermits' were often laymen, living 
first alone, arrl then in little groups; scmetimes there was a can-
m.mity of wan.en living separaterl fran than as in the double rronas-
teries." They 'WOrkerl to keep themselves, arrl oorrowed a simple 
scheme of prayer "either fran the liturgies of the canons or monks, or 
fran the vocal prayer of sane group of lay ascetics arrl penitents. 1143 
These descriptions present an :image similar to that presenterl by 
Leclercq in his discussion of canons. It is also reminiscent of 
Southern's characterization of the canonical lifestyle as displaying 
"spontaneity, variety, arrl freaian of movanent," arrl as "adopterl by 
39 
J. Leclercq, "le po0ne de Payen Bolotin centre les faux er-
mites," Revue :Mnlrlictine 73 (1958L: 69-70. 
40 Gougaud 44. 
41 " Leclercq, "le p::>ene," 56. 
42 I.ackner 147. 
43 Leclercq et al. , Spirituality 129. 
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many groups of clergy ard laity on the fringes of organized religious 
life. 1144 Together, these nay suggest sanething of a camnn milieu for 
heonits arrl canons, characterizai by variety, spontaneity, arrl miXErl 
s:x::ial reckgrourrl. 
The discussion of Ram.lald and Jolm Gualbert, as well as the men-
tion of the hennit Anastase, p:>int to ties between the eranitic nx::>Ve-
ment arrl traditional Benerlictine nonasticism. This is suggesterl 1:x:>th 
in the nx::>Vanent of :individuals, and the merging of elenents fran 1:x:>th 
traditions, These may be further exaoplifierl fran accounts of nonas-
tic fourrlations. 
The well-known example of the Cistercians may be proposed as an 
example of the merging of elements fran ooth_ traditions. They imple-
menterl a variation on traditional Benerlictine nonasticism that stressed 
austerity, contemplation, and manual la.OOr. Before setting out to 
fourd the camn.mity of c:tteaux, Robert of Molesne had in 1074 left his 
rronastery to assume the leadership of a group of hennits living in a 
nearby forest. In 107 5 Robert and his canpanions moverl to Molesne to 
fonn a rronastery. Th:>ugh conditions ~e at first primitive and dif-
ficult, within a few years Molesrne had cane to resenble the average 
contanp:>rary rcpnastery. At sane time between 1090 and 1093, Robert 
again left his nonastery to join a ccmm.mity of hermits. Though he 
returned to his nonastery, he WJUld within a few years set off to found 
C
. 45 1teaux. 
Bruno of Cologne visited Molesme before going on to founi 
44 Southern 242-43. 
45 Lackner 220-22, 233-34. 
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Chart.reuse, While Cha,rt.reuse is known for its strictly erenitic life, 
Iackner ccmnents that Bruno "utilized certain cenobitic features in 
the roake~p of his organization, He brought the cells closer to each 
other • • • and connected than with a corridor, 1146 Zarnecki notes 
that the carthusians torrowai many Cistercian custans. 47 
Fliche mentions a number of irrlividuals fran within the eremitic 
current of late eleventh-century France who fourrlErl nnnasteries an-
pha.sizing ascetical practices and manual lab:>r. Tl'nugh details of the 
fourrlations are not providai, this list ma.y per:taps suggest sanething 
of the broader context for such figures as Robert arrl Bruno. Fliche 
lists Anthenor of Scher in the Vosges in 1085, Guarin in the Alps in 
1090, Peter of the Star at Fontganbault, arrl Bernard of Tiron, Vitalis 
of .Mortain, and Raul of la Prestage in Nonnarrly, in 1094.48 Bernard 
and Vitalis will be discussErl as examples of itinerant preachers. 
Tl'nugh centered on these ~ novanents of canonical and eranitic 
revival, the expansion of the lifestyle of voluntary poverty fannerl. 
out into quite a diverse variety of fonns. This provid.Erl the context 
for the developnent of the itinerant preaching style. The actions of 
the refo:rm papacy must 1::>e considered a factor in this developnent. 
However, these sources caution against the over-enplasis of this single 
factor, They suggest its consideration within an interaction of neais, 
46 Iackner 205, 208. 
47 George Zarna:ki, The .Monastic Achievenent, Library of Medie-
val Civilization (New York: M:Graw, 1972} 101. 
48 Fliche 446. 
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aspirations, trends within society, arrl other soorces of inspiration. 
Evidence examined within this dis::ussian can re:::amerrl the role of 
nnnastic nodels. 
CHAPI'ER III 
roBERT CF ARBRISSEL 
It was within this restless context that the style of the wan-
dering preacher developed. Aside fran crusade preachers, my sources 
mention by name eight irrlividuals wh:> began their itinerant preaching 
between 1095 an:i 1120. These may be suggeste:l as representing the 
first generation of preachers. They inclu:le the saints Robert of 
Arbrissel, Bernard of Tiron, Vitalis of ~Drtain, Geraoo of Sales, arrl 
Norbert of xanten. They also inclooe the heretics Tarx=helm, Henry 
the !~nk, arrl Peter of Bruys. Of these, Robert was the first to be-
gin his itinerant preaching. He is also mentionErl as influencing 
sore of the others. This discussion will thus begin with him, after 
setting out sore backgroum for the ootion of wardering. 
Cohn mentions ~ earlier figures wh:> set out to warrler an:1 
preach. Gregory of Tarrs recordErl the story of a certain nan wh:> 
went out of his mini, became a hermit, an:1 finally set out warxlering, 
healing, an:i prophesying. St. Boniface recordErl the story of a man 
named Aldebert w1x> practical ap:lstolic poverty, arrl wamere:l through 
the countryside setting up crosses an:1 preaching beside then. Cohn 
also mentions that Gregory wrote of having net several such figures. 1 
<Xcurring in the sixth arrl eighth centuries, these figures were 
1 
NoDnan Cohn, 'l1le Pursuit of the Millermium: Rellolu~ 
Millenarians arrl Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages, rev.~ 
(New York: OKford UP, 1970) 41-44. 
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quite rerote fran lbbert. They nay be taken to suggest that sane no-
tion of a wan:iering apostolate had occurre1 sporadically before him. 
Closer to ~ in time, sources mention a number of heretics 
sprinkle1 through the eleventh century for whan nobility is suggestai. 
'!'bey are spoken of as having dist.ant origins, am traveling fran one 
diocese to another. Jeffrey Burton Russell tells of a group of here-
tics who arrivei at Ll£ge in 1025. nThese heretics ~t awhile with-
in the lx>rders of the diocese am made a ~ of converts by preach-
ing am::>ng the sinple folk." Another group of such heretics arrivoo at 
0r1eans in aJ:x:mt 1015. 
Their heresy had been introducei fran the south, one source 
jnputing the responsibility to an Italian \Otlail wm brought 
the pestilence into Gaul, another laying the blame at the feet 
of a certain 'simple' of Perigueux wh:> was supposa:l to have 
carriei the plague northward to 0r1eans. 2 
This can suggest sane backgrourrl to the notion of a warrlering aposto-
late in the eleventh century. 
However, heretics would not likely rave representerl a p:>sitive 
image to Robert. Also. as Biward Peters points out, evidence for s.x:h 
poi;:ular heretics appears in "a few sources between 1000 arrl 1050," and 
in "virtually none between 1050 am 1100."3 
J. Musy hints at a possible corma::tion between warrlerin3 stu-
dents am warrlering preachers. He notes William of MalmesOOry's state-
ment that Bel:-engar's teachings were disseminaterl throo.gh Fran::e by 
· 2 Jeffrey Burton Russell, Dissent am Reform in the Farly Middle 
~ (Berkeley: U of California P, 1965) 21, 27-28. 
3 
E:hard Peters, e:l., Her~and AutlDrity in Medieval E1Jr<¥: 
Docunents in Translation, 'Ibe l~ e Ages (Philadelphia: U of Pennsyl-
vania P, 1980) 58. 
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poor students. 4 Robert himself is describe:i as warrlering in search of 
an Erlucation in his youth. However, there do not seen to have been 
many warrlering stu:ients yet at this time. Also, the style, outlook, 
arrl impetus of the stuients would have been quite distinct fran those 
of Robert's warxlering apostolate. 
The pilgr:ir.lage would present a less precisely similar precursor,. 
but a rrore likely one. Jonathan Surrption states that "after the end 
of the tenth century growing numbers of the humble as well as the 
mighty perfonned distant pilgrimages to expiate crimes that weighai 
on their consciences." One such pilgrimage was nade by Robert, Duke 
of Nonnarrly. Urrler suspicion cf having murdered his brother, he 
"travellai barefoot to Jerusalan in 1035 'driven by the fear of rm.'" 
Surrption also notes that the Nonnans "were notoriously the rrost ener-
getic pilgrims of the eleventh century arrl becarre the leaders of the 
early crusades." Many of than visited Santiago de Canrostella, arrl 
h:>stels in Rane specialized in accarrocrlating than. 5 This information 
about northveSt France '4'.nlld be relevant to· P-bbert' s own experience. 
Sumption also connects interest in distant pilgrimages with the 
I!Onastic revivals in Normarrly, Aquitaine, arrl Burgurrly: 
The enthusiasm which the fate of the Holy Places aroused in 
these three provinces of France had much to do with the rronas-
tic revival. The interest of the o::>nks in the Holy I.and ~s 
reflecte:i in their libraries. The library of St Martial of 
Linoges was a mine of topographical information on the Holy 
Larrl. 
4 ·1 la . h; / . . ' 1 J. Musy, ·M:>uverents popu ires et eresies au XIe siec e en 
France," Revue Historicrue Janv.-Mars 1975: 57. 
5 
Jonathan ~ion, Pil9limafe: An Image of Medieval Religion 
('Ibtowa: Rowna.n, 1975) 100-0l, 17- 8. 
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00.o of Cluny's Life of Gerald, count of Aurillac presented an ideal-
ized portrait of a knight wm lived a seni-i'lDnastic life, arrl made 
annual pilgrimages to Rane, SUrrption states that " ••• Crlo's des-
cription did rruch to nould contanporary notions of lay piety."6 
As pilgrimages were supposa:l to be penitential, an emphasis on 
rrortification \taS taken 100re seriously by sane pilgrims. A roodel was 
the eleventh~entury St Aibert. 
Walking ccmpletely barefoot:- clothed in a s:imple tunic, an:1 
with scarcely a penny on then, he am his catpanions set out 
for Rane rich in the al:urXiame of their poverty. They rcxie on 
mrseback rarely or rever, am used their nule only to help 
weak am inf inn pilgr.ims wh:m they met on the road. 7 
The character.of pilgrimage was quite distinct fran that of the wm-
dering apostolate. Nevertheless, it certainly inje::ted the element 
of novement into possible images of the religious life. Both its 
popularity am its aspect of nortif ication reccmnerrl it as a precur-
sor to Robert's wardering. 
For Robert of Arbrissel (c. 1055-1117) we have ~ major sources. 
They are lives written sh:>rtly af.ter his death. cne is by Baldric, 
Bismp of Dol. '!he other is believed to have been written by the wonk 
Ar:rlrew, Robert's disciple ard confessor.8 
Baldric describes l'Q-1, fran his native village of Arbrissel in 
Brittany, Robert set oot Wlldering. 
6 SUtption 119, 121-22. 
7 Sl.mption 127. 
8 
Baldricus Ep~ Dolens, Vita B. Roberti de Arbrissell'O, 
Patrologiae cursus ~letus, Series Latina, Ed. J.-P. Migne, 221 vols. 
{Paris: Garnier, 18~) CLXII, 1043-58; AOOrea m:machus Fontis Eb-
raldi, ut creditur, Vita altera B. Rd::>erti de Arbrissello, Patrologiae 
CLXII, 1057-78. 
He seanerl to be driven through the w:>rld by a hot ?JrSUit of 
eruiition. Fran childhxxi, he had been devoted to the acqui-
sition of lea.ming - which, h:Jwever, he was sanehow not able 
quite to catch h:>ld of. So he roamai arout restlessly throogh 
regions ard provinces, eagerly seeking out this evasive prize. 
AOO s~e Francia, at that time, bloaned forth IOOre ahlrrlantly 
in sch:>larly achievarents, he left his h:::melan:l, like an exile 
an:l a fugitive, ar:rl \'alt there. He came into the city called 
Paris • • • • 9 
Baldric seans to be licplying for him scmething of a native penchant 
for wamering, while also characterizing his jc:urney as a form of 
ioortification. 
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While p.irsui.ng his education, Robert came to the attention of 
the bishop, wh::> took Robert into his musemld. Baldric notes this as 
being during the papacy of Gregory VII. After ~g a priest, P.ob-
ert became involved in the issues of church reform. He fought lay 
control of churches, clerical marriage, sim::my, ar:rl "all vices.!' Af-
ter four years the bisOOp died. At this point Robert left Paris. 10 
Concerning the next part of his life sources differ, Baldric 
states that after fleeing fran city to city, he came to Angers arrl 
taught philosophy. However, his religious fervor did not cool, as he 
gave himself now to prayer, arrl now to reading. After two years he 
"advanced to the state of hermit, ar:rl dedicated himself totally to 
contemplation." Little basically agrees with this version, but adds 
9 Baldricus 1047: "Eugientes litteras per orbern persequi vide-
batur, quoniam ab annis infantilib.is, litterarurn studiis, quas assequi 
ron poterat, fuerat depitatus. PeramDtlabat regiones et provincias 
irrequietus, et in litteranm stmiis ron poterat esse sollicitus. Et 
quoniam Francia tum florebat in sch:>larib.is eoolumentis copiosior, 
fines paterros, tanquam eKSUl. et fugitivus, exivit, Franciam adiit,. et 
urban, quae Parisius dicitur, intravit ••• n 
lO Baldricus 1049. 
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tha.t Robert acte:i as priest at Rermes before going on to Angers. Man-
teuffel, however, states that he was also a priest at Angers, where he 
"acquirErl a reputation for rousing crat-rls with his preaching." Arrlrew 
does not cover this portion of Robert's life.11 
Robert tluls presents another example of a refonner arrl hermit. 
According to Baldric's infomation, Robert was a reformer before be-
caning a hennit. However, his account also supports the contention 
that his ere:nitism had little to do with reformist idres. It was a 
decision baserl in the developnent of his own spirituality. Yet in 
light of the information suggest.Erl by ooth Baldric arrl Manteuffel, a 
connection between his earlier refo.oning zrel arrl his later particular 
style of poverty cannot be disnissa:l as a J;X)Ssibility. 
Upon Robert's conversion to eranitisn, he left Angers for the 
forest of Craan. Manteuffel describes Craan as on the rorders of Nor-
mamy arrl Brittany. Little states that this rrove occurrerl in 1092. 
Manteuffel states that Robert came to Craan in 1095, accanpanierl by 
faithful followers.12 Baldric tells of Robert caning to the forest to 
be "a canpanion of the ~sts," rut then beginning to attract a fol-
lowing. People came to him to ask advice. Soon he fourrl h:imself 
11 Baldricus 1049; I.ester K. Little, Religious Pover, arrl the 
Profit F.conany in Ma:lieval Europe (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1978 78; 
Tadeusz Manteuffel, Naissance d 'une h&esie: res adept.es de la pauvrete 
volontaire au Moyen lYJe, trad" Anna Posner, civilisations et Soci&t€s 
6 (Paris: MJuton, 1970) 32. Manteuffel does not cite a source for 
this {X)int though he relies for this period of Robert's life pr.imari-
ly u{X)n: J. de Petigny, "Robert d'Arbrissel et Geoffroi de Vendane," 
Bibliotheque de ! 'Ecole des Charles, 3e serie, V (Paris, 1854) arrl 
Johannes von 'Walter, Die erst.en W:u'xierprerliger Frankreichs, I: Robert 
von Arbrissel (Leipzig, 1903). 
12 
Manteuffel 27, 32; Little 78. 
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preaching to gatherings of than11 A camrunity began settling arourrl 
him, and he fonnai than into a ccmaunity of canons. Undoubterlly re-
acting to criticisn, B3.ldric stresses h::M orderly their life was. He 
calls than "regulars, who took pains to live reJUlarly, according to 
the custans of the primitive church" Uoc>re primitivae Ecclesiae) • He 
canpares Robert's guidance to that of a wise bee.13 
Then, according to ooth Baldric arrl Arrlrew, Pope Urban II heard 
of Robert while visiting Angers. He came to see Robert, arrl -was so 
impresserl that he ccmnanded Rol:e:'t to go arout preaching anong the 
people. Baldric also notes that the pope warned Robert not to preach 
anything unusual {!!?!!. insolitis , •• senronihls uti). Manteuffel 
mentions that this visit \\Ollld have occurred in February of 1096, at 
which time Urban passerl through Angers. He records in a footnote 
that E. Werner questions the truth of Robert's camtlssion fran the 
pope. Little arrl Fliche l:oth present this event without questioning 
14 
it, t:b:>ugh Little characterizes it as "extraordinary," 
Ullmann characterizes Urban in a way that w:>Uld be consistent 
with his ccmnissiorllng of Robert. "He had the gift of appealing to, 
and influencing, the French masses and had also the skill to select 
the right preachers to propagate the idea of a crusade, .. is Further 
credibility is added by Baldric's mention of Urban 1 s warning to Robert, 
13 Baldricus 1049-50. 
14 Baldricus 1049-51; Andrea 1060; Manteuffel 32; Little 78~ 
Augustin Fliche, Ia refonne r orienne et la recon ete chretierme 
(1057-1123}, vol. 8 of Historre de l' lise de is les origmes usqu 'A 
nos jours, Erl. Augustin Fliche et Victor Martin, 2l vols. (N. p, : Bloud 
& Gay, 1950) 448. 
15 wal ter Ullmann, A Short History of the Papacy in the Middle 
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as well as by the mention that Urban ~agerl the nnvsnent of canons 
arrl viewe:l them as doing the '\.Jork of Martha." 
Robert clearly took to his task. Baldric reports that having 
made the circuit of his own diocese, Robert askerl pennission of the 
bislx>p arrl clergy of Angers to preach nore widely.16 
The crusade preachers are clearly jnp:>rtant as his lltmediate 
precursors. Cohn describes the mission of Peter the Hennit, follCMing 
the Council of Clenocnt in 1095 ~ Peter is describa:i as oom near 
Amiens, am as having passed a sternly ascetic life first as a nonk, 
then as a hennit. He exhibited the eranitic attributes of a long 1::ea.t:d 
arrl bare feet, as well as abstention fran meat arrl wine. Cohn also 
describes him as possessing a ccmnarrl.ing presence arrl great eloquence. 
After the Council of Clernont he passed through northern France into 
Gerrcany, gathering an anny. His followers were nostly J;XX)r. They in-
cll.Xierl men, waren, arrl children, as well as "all kllrls of norrlescript 
adventurers." "Arrl meanwhile other lx>rdes were forming arourrl other 
leaders in northern Fran:e, in Flarx:1ers am along the Rhine."17 
This element suggests itself as very close to Robert, ooth in 
style arrl in social milieu. However, he presents a :rrarkerl contrast to 
it in the breadth of his message, in the character of his apostolate 
as a pe.nnanent way of life, arrl in his role as peacenaker. Baldric 
describes him as "malting peace out of discord," arrl characterizes his 
~ (Iarlon: Methuen, 1972) 166. 




camunity by its harnDny. Amrew mentions his being aske:l in to help 
settle a disp.ite:l episcopal election at Chartres.
18 
While perhaps 
idealizoo, this certainly suggests a marked difference in etphasis 
fran the crusade preachers. 
Neither Baldric nor Arrlrew specify that Robert was ccmnissionoo 
to preach a particular sort of message. Fliche irrlicates his message 
as "penitence ard poverty. "19 Manteuffel says, 
•.. Anjou, 'Iburaine, an:1 Poitou became the field of his 
activities. Clothed in rags, he walked barefoot fran one vil-
lage to arother, fighting the daooralisation of the clergy arrl 
calling all Christians to make an act of penitence, seen as 
giving oneself up to ascesis, the prel.iminary stage of amelio-
ration of relations between people. 20 
In 1100 or 1101, Robert established Fontevrault, his major no-
nastic fourrlation. Arrlrew records a later conversation which pro-
vides a notion of the canbination of penitence arrl love Robert called 
people to. It is Robert's explanation of why he wants to be buried at 
Fontevrault. 
• . .but I will be buried only at Fontevrault arrong my 
brothers. For there are my priests an1 other clergy, there 
the roly virgins, the widows arrl the continent, persevering 
night arrl day in the praise of God, there my belove:l sick 
ones, ard there my dear lepers an:1 lepresses. There irrleed 
are the steadfast ccnpanions of my wanderings. There are 
tmse who have long sustained poverty arrl laror with Me for 
Christ's sake. There are the ones who have patiently sus-
tainErl heat an:1 cold, miseries an:1 trials for the salvation 
of their souls. 21 
18 Ba.ldricus 1048, 1052; Arrlrea 1064-65, 1068. 
19 Fliche 448. 
20 
Manteuffel 33. 
21 Arrlrea 1073-74: " ••. SErl tantum inter fraterculos m=os in 
Fontis Evraldi luto. Ibi etiam sunt presbyteri mei, atque clerici: 
ilii etiam sunt sanctae virgines, viduae et continentes, die ac nocte 
This can also suggest the penitential nature of his "8I'derings arrl 
poverty, akin to the spirit of the penitential pilgrircage. 
Robert established Fcntevrault as a double m:mastery of four 
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h:>uses, presided over by an abbess. It OOused separately lepers, for-
mer prostitutes, conterpl.ative nuns, ani men. Zarnecki reports that 
it had a "prcxligious success," ani that in less than twenty years Fon-
tevraul t arrl its deperxien::ies b:>use:i three thousairl nuns. The order 
ms confinnetl by Pope Paschal II in 1106t! 22 
Zarnecki writes that dooble n:nasteries 
• • • originated in F.gypt, arrl ~e intrcrluced to western 
Europe in the sixth century. 'l.11ere ~e a number of such 
nonasteries in Gaul, for ~e Jouarre. In Spain there 
existed in the early Middle Ages bNo hurxlred double nonas-
teries. St Columbanus was a great supporter of this insti-
tution, tb:>ugh there was only one such IOOnastery in Irel.arrl, 
at Kildare. Intrcrluced into Englard either fran Irelarrl or 
Gaul, double nonasteries became extrenely p:>p.tl.ar, rut they 
vanished after the Viking invasions. 23 
Little carments that the double m:mastery was "very unusual at that 
time," tlnugh Is::lercq mentions it as cxx:urring in sane ccmrunities 
of canons during this general pericrl of the eleventh arrl t-welfth 
. 24 centuries. 
Robert's clear perception that he "Was doing sanething unusual 
in Dei lauiihls perseverantes : ibi sunt mei dilectissimi inf inni at-
que infionae : ibi sunt chariss:imi mei lepros atque leprosae rreae : 
ibi sunt lx>ni socii peregrinationis meae : ibi Sllllt illi, qui pauper-
tates et labores pro Christo na::um diu sustinuere : ibi sunt qui fri-
gora et calores, miserias et trihll.ationes pro animartJn suarum salute 
patienter sustinuenmt • • • • " 
22 Ga:>rge 1.arnecki, The M:mastic .Achievement, Library of Merl.ie.ral. 




in establishing an ali:>ess over a double nonastery, is detDnstrated by 
his exertions to establish it. Arrlrew records that Robert callerl all 
the brothers of Fontevrault to assanble, ani: 
'When all had quickly cane together, he said: 'My beloverl 
brethren, wh:m I have begotten in the Gospel ••. porder to-
gether. while I am still alive, whether or not you wish to 
persist in your resolution - nanely, that for the salvation 
of yoor souls, you 'WOUl.d obey the instnictions of Christ's 
harrltraidens. For you know that ei.1ery camuni ty I have roil t, 
with God's help, I have subjected to their power arrl their 
daninion {earum potentatui atque daninatui). If yoo do not 
really want to stay with than, according to the beginning 
you have made, I give you permission, having consulted me, to 
choose another fonn of religious life. ' When they heard this 
nearly everyone, with one voice, crierl out: 'Far be it fran 
us, belovai father, that we sh:>uld ei.1er leave then .••• 
Yes, all of us utder your jurisiiction pranise, freely ani 
unaninously, in the presence of Gerl arrl his saints, stability 
arrl perseverance at the Church of Fontevrault.' 
Arrlrew records Robert's later staterent, 
'Wherefore I have arrangai, with your advice, to establish 
an al:t>ess over this camunity. I have arrangai this while I 
remained with you as witness, against the chance that, r<:rl 
forbid! after my death sane.one sh:>uld presuire to deny this 
ruling of mine.' 25 
Ariirew adds that this arrangerent was acceded to by the archpriest of 
24 Little 79. 
25 Andrea 1058-62: "Onnib..is celeriter oongregatis, ait: «F.cce, 
filii nei charissimi, quos in Evangelio genui • • • deliberate vobis-
cum, dun adhuc vivo, utrum pennanere velitis in vestro proposito; ut 
scilicet, pro animarum vestrarum salute, obediatis an:illarum Christi 
praecepto. Sci tis enim quia quaecunque, Deo cooperante, alicubi 
aedificavi, earum potentatui atque daninatui sul:rlibi. Si vero cun 
illis reranere, sicut coepistis, non vultis; do vobis licentiam, CUl'!1 
meo tanen consilio, alterius religionis.» Quo auiito, pene annes 
unan.imi voce dixerunt: cAbsit l'x:lc, chariss:ime pater, a nobis, ut un-
quam eas relinquanus • • • ! Inn stabilitaten atque perseverantiarn 
Fontebraldensi F.cclesiae, coram Deo et sanctis ejus, in ma.nu tua an-
nes unan.imiter, atque spontanee pranittimus.>" "'Quarrohrem disp:>sui, 
cum vestro oonsilio, lulic cangregationi, donec sum superstes, abbatis-
sam ordinare, ne forte, quad absit! post obiturn meum aliquis praesunat 
huic meae definitioni cantradicere. ':" 
Angers, wlX> 
affirms that, one time when he was in Rane, he heard IDrd 
Pope Urban • • • grant that, accordin] to the corrlition ani 
needs of a particular church, a certain mature lady, whJse 
dx:>ice had been Sl1pIXlI'tal by four men, might be made abbess. 
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Finally, Arrlrew mentions the privilege sent by Pope Paschal II through 
hi 26 s envoys. 
Robert, ani Arxirew, -were clearly going to great lengths to es-
tablish this custan. Unfortunately, neither of lbbert's biographers 
gives any hint as to why he ch::>se to structure his rconasteries.in this 
way. 'Ihls may nevertheless serve to u.rderline a striking quality of 
social innovation in his 'WOrk. It is akin to a quality of renewal by 
which Baldric characterizes Fontevrault. He sees in it the achieved 
ideal, in microcosn, of one great, na.,, loving family of all God's 
people. 
Baldric describes men ani wanen, layrren ani clerics, all flaring 
in to fonn this ccmm.mity, 
••• all bourXi by fraternal love. 'lllere was no bitterness 
anong than, no jealousy, oo discord • • • • Many people of 
every cordition flowed in together. Here were gatllered 'tOtle:n, 
poor arrl rmles, wiCiows ar:d maidens, old men arrl youths' pros-
titutes arrl tlx:>se wm sp.Jm the advances of men ..... this 
little family of his, neaiy arrl beggarly • • • • Both princes 
am people came to join into this nE!\tl family of rm . ... 
they re:eived the poor, am they did rot turn away the crip-
pledi nor did they refuse the ~estuoos, nor seductresses; 
lepers, oor the derangal. 27 
26 Ankea 1059-62. : " • • • aff i.tnans qucx1, dl.][1\ quorrlarn Ranae 
esset, audivi t daninl.][1\ Urbanl.][1\ paparn • • • corcedenten, ut quaerlam 
matrona, quae quatuor viros hal:uerat, pro tsrpore et necessitate 
cujusdam e:clesiae, abbatissa fieret." 
27 Baldricus 1052~55: 0 ••• annes arrore fraterno conglutinaban-
tur. Nulla inter eos am:iritudo, nulla invi.dentia, discordia nulla 
• • ·• . ~ti confluebant b::Jn.ines cujuslibet oorrlitionis; convenie-
bant rculieres, pauperes et oobiles, viduae et virgines, senes et 
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To represent the identity of this "na-1 family cf C:a:P as a wtnle, "the 
poora are chosen: "this little family of his, needy arrl beggarly •. , 
These members of his family are also those wtan Robert ''was un-
willing to have callai by any other name than Christ's poor (pauperes 
Christi). 28 A few other examples of this expression's usage ma.y sug-
gest for it sane terrlency toward a blerrling of the images of :rronk arrl 
pauper. Pierre-Arrlre Sigal lists several saints' lives of the elev-
enth century which develop the tha:te of identification of the poor 
with Christ - that in ministering to the poor, one ministers to 
Christ. He ccrrments that these lives frequently use the tenn pauperes 
Christi to designate paupers, trough in other contexts it is usErl to 
designate rronks. 29 Manteuffel states that it is particularly beg~ 
in a.tout 1000 that nonks coose to be designatai in this way. 30 Martine 
Pea.udecerf mentions one of these cases. r-.t:mks of Cluny are designatai 
in a 1027 charter of donation as pauperes Christi "wh:> serve God in 
this place."31 
adolescentes, meretrices et masculort.ml asperriatrices •••• suam fami-
liolan inopem et merrlicarn • • • • Adventabant principes et populi, 
novarn Dei familiam • • • suscipiebant pauperes, ac debiles non repel-
lebant; nee incestas, nee pellices refutabantr leprosos, nee .impoten-
tes." 
28 Baldricus 1053. 
29 
Pierre-Arxire Sigal, l!Pauvrete et cha.rite aux XIe et XIIe 
siecles d'apres quelques textes hagiographiques," Etudes sur l'his-
toire de la pauvrete, Erl. Michel M:>llat (Paris: SorlX>nne, 1974) 151. 
30 Manteuffel 27. 
31 
Martine Pea.udecerf, "Ia. i;.auvrete A l'abbaye de Cluny d'apres 
son cartulaire," Etudes 226. 
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In an open letter of 1081 to all the faithful, Gregory VII a.ske3, 
"But is it any \ta'der if tl'e pr~ of tie earth, arrl the powerful of 
this world, hate us p:tup=res Christi wm resist their crookedness 
•.. ?1132 This usage nay be suggesta:I as implying ooth Gregory's 
spiritual position, arrl overt.ones of identification with the socio-
ecorx:rnically p:x:>r. Lackner reports that at the tmn of the century, 
the p:tpal legate Hugh of Lyons use:l this expression for the early Cis-
tercian pioneers. He saw in than authentic p:tuperes Christi, "having 
no -weal th or power to defen:l themselves against their adversaries. •·33 
Little describes a:>bert's contarp:>rary, Stephen of Muret, as also see-
ing the members of his camunity as pauperes Christi. This was an in-
fornal, sani~stic carmunity which after Stephen's death became the 
fornally structurerl rconastery of Grarx3nnnt. He :pit the question to 
prospe::tive members, "Will you be able, brother, to be a fanner, to 
carry woc:rl and manure, arrl to serve all of ~ brothers?"34 
These examples may be taken to suggest that within Robert's con-
text, his use of this expression is likely to have representerl scree 
blerrling alcng these lines. 'l'his trerrl would be consistent with its 
setting of a search for truer p:werty. 
A relatai thane is Robert's calling of the poor as an irnitatio 
Christi. Baldric sets this out: 
Did not Robert clearly s1V« himself to be imitating the one 
32 
S. Gregorius VII Papa, Ep. ix.21, Patrologiae CXLVIII, 622: 
"Quid autan mi.run si pr~ipes mliiifi et p:>tentes saEOlli nos pauperes 
Christi, pravitat:il1is illorun ob\Tiantes, odi\lllt • • • ?" 
33 
Lackner 271. 
34 Little 79-81. 
wtx:> said~ 'The Spirit of the I.Drd is upon me, he ha.s sent me 
to bring the gocx:l news to the poor'? This man did in fact 
Qr'ing the- goad news to the poor, call the p:x:>r, arrl gather 
the poor. 35 
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This falls within an awakening interest in the imitatio Christi. 
Jaroslav Pelikan p:>ints out that "in the tenth arrl eleventh centuries 
there ~s being develope:i arrl articulated the characteristically West-
ern urrlerstan:ling of Christ ..... " This occurrErl primarily within 
BenErlictine piety centering on "the love of Christ." One aspect of 
this focusal on the re::lanptive function of Christ's incarnation, aro 
culm:Lnata:l in St Anselm's WJ;1¥ GOO Became Man. Another aspect focusal 
on Christ's role in teaching mankind how to live. This anphasized not 
only his ~rds, wt also his deErls as a pattern for imitation. 36 
Pelikan mentions St O:lo of Cluny, in the tenth century, teaching 
that Christ ha.d becane a nan so that human beings could not dismiss 
his virtues as .impossible. '"That was why he did not give them an 
archangel, b.lt himself as a m:x:lel~ '" It was particularly his hlmility 
that 1i.0.S t.o be imitatoo, 37 
As a roajor eleventh-century spokesna.n for the irnitatio Christi, 
Damian wrote, 
Consider this humility of our Ra:ieener, dearest brothers, 
with the entire attention of your soul. Atterrl. resourcefully 
to acquiring it. cast away the glory of this \4K.lrld, aro, 
35 Baldricus 1055: "Nonne Robertus evidenter illius imitator 
claruit, qui dixit: Spiritus Dcmini super me, evangelizare pauperib..ls 
rnisit me? (Luc. IV, 18.) Iste revera pauperilus evangelizavit, pauper-
es vocavit, pauperes collegit." 
36 Jaroslav Pelikan, The Growth of MErlieval Theology (600-1300), 
The Christian Tradition: A History of the Developnent of I)Jctrine 3 
(Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1978) 106-129. 
37 Pelikan 125. 
being paupers with Christ, choose out for yourself genuine 
wealth. 'lUrn your efforts toward offering Gerl the sacrifice 
of a pure will, if you wish. to sb::>w yourselves genuinely 
-wealthy in his sight. 38 
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Another etq:>hasis discussa:l by Pelikan is the surrnons to "take up 
the cross of the Re:leaner" arrl "follow in the footsteps of his pas-
sion." These symbolizerl the Christian life of self--nnrtification. On 
this Damian wrote, 
• • • let us, for the sake of his love, also rrortify in our-
selves every desire for e.arthly pleasure. By his willingness 
to urrlergo the suffering of the cross, he has shown us the 
road by which we can return to our fatherlam. 39 
The lini.tatio Christi also serverl as a source of inspiration to 
Stephen of Muret. Little reports that for his ccmnunity, Stephen 
chose to have no other rule than the Gospel. "For there is just one 
first rule of rules, fran which all the others flow like streams fran 
a spring, I mean of course the holy Gospel •••• " Stephen also 
said, "IDok, you can go into any:roc>nastery whatever, where you'll firrl 
huge l:uildings and first-rate cuisine • • • rut here you will find 
40 only the cross and IXJVerty." 
Jean Musy, Iackner, arrl Vauchez suggest that the itinerant 
preachers held Christ as a no:iel't Musy states that they fulitaterl his 
poverty. I.ackner proposes that they held Christ, the apostles and the 
38 Petrus Dami.anus, Serro. 61, Patrologiae CXLIV, 847: "Hane Re-
danptoris nostri humilitatem, fratres chariss.uni, tota ani.mi conside-
ratione perperrlite; bane solerter habere curate, ITIUI'rli glor±am sper-
nite, pauperes esse cum Christo veras divitias depstate. Sacrif icium 
Deo bonae voluntatis offerre satagite, si in conspectu ejus vultis 
veri divites apparere," 
39 Pelikan 126-27. 
40 Little 80-82. 
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Fathers as nod.els for their poverty ard preaching. Vauchez also at-
trililtes their poverty to a desire to follow Christ. 41 
The accounts of Robert's life presente:l by Baldric am ArorSll 
suggest that the imitatio Christi was a sa.irce of inspiration for him. 
Arrlrew quotes l«)bert as declaring, "The entire life of a Christian man 
is a cross arrl a martyrdan11" There are also three mentions of sus-
taining poverty "for Christ's sake" ~Christo), One of these is 
attribut:OO to Robert, an:1 is the description of his canpanions as hav-
ing ~,sustained p::werty an:1 lal:x:>r with me for Christ's sake. n 42 
Baldric's w::>rds suggest that Robert nay also have seen his call 
to the poor as an imitatio Christi. 'Ibis source of inspiration ma.y be 
proposed as blerrling with the image of the penitential pilgr.inage, the 
exanple of the crusade preachers, arrl the enphasis airong the canons on 
doing "the \\Ork of Martha," as tre mckgrourd for Robert's style. 
41 
Musy 73-7 4; A. Vauchez, ''La pauvre~ volontaire au r.t:)yen Age," 
Annales 25 (1970): 1571; Lackner 150. 
42 Arrlrea 1076: "Onnia vita Christiani tan.inis crux est et mar-
tyrium. ";Andrea 1073-74: (lbbert): " ••• p:tupertates et l.alx>res pro 
Christo ma::um diu sustinuere. ''; Arrlrea 1070: ", • • et pro Christo 
pa.upertatan delegerat."; Baldricus 1056: " ••• ~tus ann.irocrlo pro 
Christo pauperatus •••• " 
CHAPI'ER N 
'IHE FIRST GmmRATICN OF WANDERill:; PRFl\CHERS 
Following Robert of Arbrissel's begirming in 1096, at least 
three other figures are mentionerl as joining with h:im in his itinerant 
preaching. Bernard of Tiron (c. 1047~1117) lraS born am raiserl in 
Abbeville in north-eastern France. His life "2S written by Geoffrey 
the Fat, ·Bernard Is "disciple" am director ·of the sc!Dol in the nonas-
tery foumerl by Bernard.1 Geoffrey states that in his :youth, Bernard 
eagerly studied "granmar, dialectic, an:1 other literary arts.n2 Lit-
tle notes that Bernard entererl the nonastery of Saint-cyprian, near 
Poitiers, at alxrut the age of twenty, He was subsequently transferral 
to the nearby rronastery of Saint-Savin. A brother wh:> had been elect-
erl abl:x>t of Saint-Savin brought Bernard along as prior. Together, 
they directoo Saint-Savin' s affairs for twenty years. ~er, at 
this IX> int the ablx>t dierl. To avoid being electerl as his fr iem' s 
successor, Bernard fla:l. He becama a hermit in the forests of Maine 
an:1 Brittany. 3 
1 Gaufridus Grossus, Vita B. Bernardi Tironensis, Patrologiae 
cursus carpletus, Series Iatina, Erl. J.-P. Migne,.221 vols. (Paris-: 
Garnier, 1844-64) CLXXII, 1367-446. lB'ltion of Geoffrey's direction 
of the nonastery scb:x:>l in Lester K. Little, Reli~s Poverty am 
the Profit Fponaey in Merlieval Eur~ (Ithaca: cO 1 UP, 1978) 77. 
2 Gaufridus 1373; Little 76. 
3 Little 76-77. 
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Geoffrey relates that when confronted with the inperoing eloc-
tion to the abbacy, Bernard sought out the advice of a nearby hennit 
named Peter. Bernard confide:l to Peter his eagerness for "poverty am 
9:>lituie," arrl his fear that if he didn't leave quickly he \\Ollld be 
canpelled to assume the cares of the ahbacy.. Peter obligingly agreerl 
to corxluct Bernard to a rerote region. They travelErl together 
• . • to the vast solittrles l::ordering the regions of Maine 
arrl Brittany, which at that time flourishai with a nultittrle 
of hennits as if it were another Egypt .. • • anong wtxm the 
leaders ani instructors \-Jere Robert of Arbrissel, Vitalis of 
lt:>rtain, an::1 Paoul of Frestage. 4 
After living anong the hennits for sane time, Bernard was callerl 
back to his original nnnastery of Saint<yprian to serve as abbot.. He 
agreerl, rut soon fourd himself involved. in a struggle to maintain 
Saint<yprian' s imepen:ierx:e against Cltmiac clahtlS to jurisiiction. 
In the final settlement Saint<yprian ranained. irrleperrlent, rut Bernard 
was dep::>sai. At this point he returned to the hennitage, l~ting 
again with Robert arrl Vitalis, he set out with then to preach through 
the countryside" 
5 
Of Vitalis, my sources mention little beyorrl his joining Robert 
arrl Bernard in their preaching. J. M.isy states that Vitalis had been a 
canon of Saint-Evroult, arrl chaplain to Robert of M:n:tain, a brother of 
William the Conqueror. Vitalis left to seek the soli ttrle of a henni t-
age. Ieclercq adds that he later fouma:l the rona.stery of Savigny, am 
4 
Gaufridus 1380-81: " ••• in confinio Cenananicae Britanniaeque 
regionis vastae solittrlines quae tune terporis quasi altera Aegyptus 
florebat multitOOine erenitarum • • • inter quos erant pr~ipes et 
magistri, Robertus de Arbrissello, atque Vitalis de Mauritanio, Rad-
ulphls qucx;iue de Fusteja .. • • • " 
5 
Little 77. 
die:l in 1122.6 
Geoffrey describes their preaching: 
They waniere:l alx>ut barefoot through these regions of FI'CIX:e. 
They preached the w:>rd of Gerl in villages, at castles, am in 
the cities. Uprooting men fran the errors of their lives, 
like solid and powerful battering-rams • • • they reviverl 
souls that in their sins had dierl, arrl having revive:l then, 
they unite:l these souls to the C'"JOd of true life. ~hrking 
such \IJO:rders, they circled through various provinces, sane-
ti.nes together, and at other times separately. 7 
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Little relates that Bernard then attanpte1 to settle once nore 
arrl establish a nonastic ccmnunity. His first attanpt failai, rut 
then with the help of Ivo of Chartres he was able to foorrl his Abbey 
of t.a.1le Holy Trinity on the Tiron River. His influence spread, arrl 
"eventually Tiron \es an order of ten al:i:>eys arrl over forty priories.~•8 
.According to Geoffrey, nany nonk.s left other rronasteries to 
seek Bernard arrl the poverty of Tiron. 
Many nonks, ooly and pious men, drawn by his rep.itation for 
sanctity, hurried out of various rronasteries to join him, so 
that they might see the new Anth:>ny living in his hennitage, 
and follow in. the footsteps of his poverty. 9 
6 J. Musy, "M:>Uvetelts pop.ilaires et h&esies au XIe si~le en 
France, !r Revue Historique Janv .-Mars 1975: 75; J. Leclercq, "le po0ne 
de Payen Bolotin cont.re les faux ennites," Revue Benedictine 73 (1958): 
70. 
7 Gaufridus 1397: nGallicanas hi regiones nudis peragrabant; in 
villis, castellis, atque urhlhls verbum Dei praerlicabant; hanines ab 
erroribus vitae suae erue.ntes, quasi validi ac rob.lstissWti. arietes 
• • • anhras in peccatis nortuas vivificabant et vivificatas Dea 
verae vitae conjungebant. Talia igi tur signa facientes, quandoque 
simul, aliquanjo vero singulatim diversas prov.in::ias circuil:ant 
• "; Little 77. 
8 Little 77. 
9 Gaufridus 1411: ''Multi eti.am m:nachi, viri sancti ac religiosi, 
ex diversis roonasteriis, fama sanctitatis illius penooti, ad eum con-
currere festinabant, ut oovun Antonium in eraID resident.an viderent, 
atque paupertatis illius vestigiis inhaererent.H; Little 77-78. 
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With Bernard arrl Vitalis, my S)urces mention one other individ-
ual who "Vas drawn to join Robert in his itinerant preaching. Little 
reports a cont€Jt1?lative regular canon namerl c.et-aud of Sales (d. 1120) 
who quit his camn.mity for this purpose. Little quotes rkratrl's biog-
rapher. "He was qlowing in the cloister but not beaming forth his 
light to a ~rld in peril because he was not properly situated for 
tha.t. He could see the a.burrlant harvest rut aloo the scarcity of 
W)rkers arrl the richness of the reward."lO 
Several points nay be suggested by this discussion. The most 
striking camnn factor am:>ng these figures is their energence fran 
insitions within the church. Bernard's life, in particular, exempli-
fies a striking restlessness arrl nvvement bebJeen different forms of 
religious life. This is consistent with the occurrence of other ex-
amples of this quality within the roc>re general expansion of the life-
style of voluntary poverty. It would also be a carpatible milieu for 
the developnent of such a style as itinerant preaching. 
Bernard is also another example of a roc>nk who left his nonastery 
to becane a hennit. Geoffrey describes l:x:>th Bernard's flight, arrl the 
subsequent flight of r1many m:>nks!' to join the "new Anthony." r-€1:-aud 
was also a regular religious, and Vitalis nay have been. It is not 
mentioned whether he was a regular or a secular canon. In examining 
the general expansion of voluntary poverty, nonasticisn was stresserl 
spe=if ically as a central noiel. For the purposes of discussing the 
backgrotIDJs of itinerant preachers, fornal carmunities of regular re-
ligious may be propose::i as together constituting the rrore significant 
lO Little 107. 
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category. 
cne of these figures left his position specifically to join Rob-
ert in preaching.\ The other two left, like Robert, to seek the p:wer-
ty and solitu:le of the hermitage. 'nley were then drawn fran this ele-
ment into preaching. 
Both Lackner arrl Leclercq emphasize the growth of the eranitic 
I?OVE!Terlt in this particular area. They also oote the terrlency for 
wamering preachers to cane fran the ranks of these hermits. Iackner 
states tha.t the erani tic novenent ". • • also reacllErl France an:l grew 
espe::ially strong in its "WeStern forestal regions during the last 
decade of the eleventh century." He also states that 
Closely connect:Erl with the rebirth of eranitisn, the will 
to return to the sources arrl to be a witness of authentic 
Christianity, was the E!tm'gence during the secorrl half of the 
eleventh century of itinerant preachers, rrostly fran the 
ranks of the hermits. 
The examples he mentions are Robert, Vitalis, arrl Bernard.11 
Leclercq sjmilarly notes the growth of an erenitic novanent be-
tween 1095 arrl 1145, particularly in Maine, lt>nnarxly, arrl Brittany. 
He also states that they were inclinai ta.Jard preaching.12 Cohn catl-
rrents, 11W'nen a nan decidai to ba:Cl'Ce a l-arrlering preacher, whether 
ortb::xlox or dissenting, he often starterl by going into a forest an:1 
living for s::me time as a hermit. 1113 
11 ~ Be:ie K. I.ackner, The Eleventh-Century Backgra.url of Citeaux, 
Cistercian Studies Series B (WaShiri(jtOn, D.C.: Consortium, 1972} 147, 
150-51. 
12 
Leclercq, "Le~'" 65. 
13 
Nonran Cohn, The Pursuit of the Milletmium: Revolutionary 
Millenarians am Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages, rev. ed. 
(New York: Oxford UP, 1970} 45, 
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Conteq:>Oraries markEd this pattern, arrl its see:ning ircongruity, 
by calling the waniering preachers "false hennits." The chronicler of 
the Council of Pisa, writing in alx:Jut 1135, used this tenn for Henry 
the lt>nk.14 Apprax.inately five years rerlier, a canon of Chartres 
na:merl Pagan Bolotin had written a poen "en the False Hennits, ~1.00 
15 
Sc:anper ArOUirl as Vagalx>rrls :i " 
Bolotin's poem nay provide the perceptions of a contanporary 
critic of the wardering preachers. His criticisn is aimed particular-
ly at their hypocrisy in failing to live according to the definition 
of religious life they have set far thansel ves ~ He begins, 
Order impious, devoid of all order, since with the skins of 
sheep 
It clothes itself, am seeks to be considerErl roly, 
Yet it does not evidence this lx:>liness in its deais. 16 
He presents the developnent of this lifestyle as a perversion of 
the rronastic life, porteriiing the errl of the world. This perception 
of the new style's origin is consistent with the prop:>sa.1 that the 
adoption am extension of nnnastic m:xlels, am reaction against 
14 "Henry Before the Council of Pisa," trans. fran "Actus pon-
tificum Cenanannis in urbe degentium," Erl. G. Busson arrl A. Ledru 
(Archives historique du Maine, II le Mans, 1901 ) , in Heresies of the 
High Middle Ages: Select.el SCUrces T.ranslatErl arrl Anootata:1, erl. Wal-
ter L. Wakefield ar¥l Austin P. Evans {New York: Columbia UP, 1969) ll4. 
15 
Paganus Bolotinus, ''De · falsis heremi tis qvi vagarrlo discvr-
rent, " entire teKt. presentai in Leclercq, "Le po6ne, " 77-84. 
16 Bolotinus 77: 
Ordinis expers, ordo nefarrlus, pellib.ls agni 
CUm sit amictus, uult rep.it.ari religiosus, 
Na:: t:anel actis religionen testificatur. 
aspects of these mxlels, \es a central characteristic of voluntary 
:EXJVerty's spread. Bolotin writes, 
But let us not doubt the erd of the w:>rld is at han:l, 
Sin=e we witness the aninous a~an::e of such nonstrous 
styles of 1roliness.t 
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The white h:lbit copies the black one, ard the black one the 
white, 
Then a third cloth appears praniscuously, even rrore 'saint-
ly• than these others1 
An:i as if rags were able to confer any sort of holiness, 
While the one habit has taken flight, the other has been 
fa:::un:l, yielding a new cowl. 17 
The last line is an attanpt to translate "Sic fugit unus, quarn tulit 
~ --...--- -=------- ....---
alter, ferre cucullam" in a way that fits with the previous lines. 
The "false he:oni.t" in Bolotin •·s descriptions wears sanetimes 
rags, sanetimes a white l'Bbit,· arrl sanetimes a black one. At one 
point he is specifically describea as a fugitive fran a Benedictine 
cloister: 
So this imitator of religion, while he 'Nears a nonk' s habit, 
Counterfeits, by his ink-black robes, the true religious. 
Tb::>ugh he seens to us to be a witness to the sacre:i writings, 
What makes a pious life, is not a black gannent. 
17 Bolotinus 78: 
Iam quia finis tanporis instet, ne dubitenus, 
CUm tot oriri religionum nonstra uidenus. 
carrlida nigris, nigra fit albis erula uestis, 
Tercia mixtim texta uidetur, sanctior istis1 
Et quasi p:mnus religionan cenf erat ullarn, 
Sic fugit unus, quam tulit alter, ferre cucullam. 
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But row, unrestrainerl, arrl dashing his mirrl into foolishness, 
Forsaking the cloister, to wander often abalt the city; 
Wh:>, by r~ing or teaching the ~s of salvation, 
W::>uld have been of great benefit to his brothers within, 
But in this \-SY he squanders it outside, on I!aking speeches 
in the narket place. 18 
At another point his self-definition as anchorite is contrasterl 
with his life in a city: 
That pseu:Ioprophet disgraces us by his teaching, 
Who by his white habit is esteanai an anchorite. 
But let him tell us why he so loves the snoke of the city, 
Arrl why he delights in meddling between the mighty and their 
subje:ts. 19 
He is also particularly criticizerl for his vagrancy an:1 disor-
derliness, violations of nonastic stability an:1 life urrler a rule: 
Even the beasts are believerl to live their lives within cer-
tain lx>urrls, 
18 Bolotinus 77-78: 
Sic simulator religionis, dun tunicatur. 
Religioso uestihls atris ass:imilatur. 
Serl sacra nobis esse uidetur pagina testis 
Quad pia raklit uita beatum, oon nigra uestis. 
Ianque, solutus menteque preceps ad leuitatern, 
Claustra relirquens, sepe uagarrlo circuit urban; 
Quique legerdo siue docerdo uerba salutis, 
Fratribus intus cumolus esset religiosis, 
Hunc nroo frustra detinet extra causa forensis. 
19 Bolotinus 79: 
Ista docerdo nos inhonorat pseOOopropheta, 
()ii reputatur uestihls albis anacmreta. 
Serl fateatur cur ita furcum diligit urbis, 
Serl que potentum gameat interpc:nere turbis, 
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But his deeds shJw that this man is a parasite, not a helinit. 
For as a vagrant he circles throogh all cities am reg-ions, 
Delivering oovel traditions of religion. 20 
He is further specifically fault.Erl with a lifestyle too closely 
resanbling that of laymen: 
'nrr order, ' they say, 'is not a reckless one, 
But only appears to nore closely fit the corrlition of layrrBl, 
ThJugh, of course, were it not SUIP=>rtOO. by a certain epis-
copal faction, 
This peasant order of ours would certainly never "WOrk such 
worrlers. ' 21 
These descriptions nay also serve to further characterize the 
preachers' activities. Particularly striking is the suggestion in the 
final set of lines that the preachers' sustainOO. success relies on 
episcopal support. "Episcopal faction" is a translation of "pontifi-
calis turba." I have translatOO. "pontificalis" as "episcopal" based 
on Bolotin's use of this tenn el!lt3>1here in the p:>an for Hugh, Bishop 
of Nevers. 22 
Bolotin makes scme rather striking statarents concerning the 
20 Bolotinus 78: 
21 
Bestia talis craiitur artam ducere uitam, 
Sal parasitum res probat istum non herenitam. 
Nam uagus ames circuit urbes et regiones, 
Dania nouarum reli<gi~onum traditiones. 
Bolotinus 82: 
t.Noster, ut aiunt, nullius ordo perdicionis, 
((Sed laicalis fonna uidetur corrlicionis, 
(~os nisi qua:lam pontif icalis turta foueret, 
<Rusticus ordo talia nunquam bella noueret .> 21 
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number a.rd pop.ilarity of these "false hermits." He claims that 
This evil plague rt:M infests nearly the wmle w:>rld, 
But oppresses our a-m city with a particularly heavy blrden. 
23 
Al.so, 
The wmle earth dashes off to follow these hermits, 
Princes an:1 l:urgesses venerate than, 
While the rabble worships than, as if it were gathering to 
ronor saints, 24 
Both Bolotin an:1 Geoffrey wrote of nonks leaving their I'!Onas-
teries to becane hermits or \\al"rlering preachers. Further evidence may 
be proposai to SUR?Qrt the occurrerx::e of this pattern in northwest 
Frarce. While clearly not all hermits or itinerant preachers were 
former nonks, those wm 'Were "WOUld have provided a major source of no-
nastic ideals a.rd custans anong these elenents. Bolotin 's descrip-
tion of the wardering Benedictine nonk can suggest this. 
Lackner discusses eleventh-<::entury legislation which .inplies 
that vagrant m:mks were perceived as a problen. He states that within 
nurrerous decisions dealing with nnnastic discipline, the ah.lses roc>st 
frequently mentioned by church councils between 1000 a.rd 1150 -were 
apostasy, sirrony, am "disrSJard for the ideals of St Benalict. " In 
22 Bolotinus 82-83. 
23 Bolotinus 78: 
Haec mala pestis iam prope tab.ml polluit orben, 
Sed graviori IX>frlere nostram deprimit urban. 
24 Bolotinus 84: 
Totus et orbis post herenitas esse cucurrit, 
Municipales atque potentes ms uenerantur, 
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1059 Pope Nicmlas II threatenai all vagrant nDnks with eKCalll1lili.ca-
tion unless they returnai to their 11Dnasteries. Within tbman:iy, the 
council of caen in 1061 advised traveling al:tnts to stay in the vi-
cinity of roonasteries, to avoid giving :plblic offense as vagrants. 
At Rouen in 1072 a cOUl'X:il callerl for extensive effort to return fu-
' ti' to the' 25 gi ves ir roonastery. 
Leclercq describes a letter written by Bishop Marbcde of Retmes 
to Robert of Arbrissel at sane ti.Ire between 1101 ard 1117. Marbode 
cri ticizerl lbbert along lines similar to Bolotin' s censures. He can-
plaina:i of vagal:x:n::fage, hypocrisy, preaching to crov.tls, arrl criticism 
of the clergy. Marlxrle canplainerl also that Robert too readily re-
cruited rronks a.rd nuns into his following. 26 
Further evidence may be proposed fran two of Ivo of Chartres' 
letters, an:i fran a treatise on roonastic life by Rainald the Hennit. 
Ivo was bishop of Chartres fran 1091 to 1116. At sane tme during 
this pericx:l he addresserl a letter to the nonks of the Bena:iictine 
abbey of Coulanb within his diocese. Leclercq points out that these 
nnnks \~e troubla:i by the arguments of sane who glorif ia:i a J'!Ore as-
cetic lifestyle. These "innovators'' also criticizerl the church 
hierarchy an:i ccnplaina:i of the abbeys' tithes being diverted to the 
bishops. They attetpterl to persuade the roonks to leave their nonas-
. 27 teries. 
Vulgus adorat, iarn quasi sancti concelebrantur. 
25 
I.ackner 118-22. 
26 r..eclercq, "Ie p::>etE," 68-69. 
27 Leclercq, "Ie poene, " 68 • 
Ive's letter to these nonks mplies his awareness of actual 
cases of desertion of a rconastery for a hennitage. His tone in re-
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spon:iing to this situation may also jnply sarething of the zealous 
conviction that :inpellai this flight. It is further worth noting that 
at this p::>int he is apparently relying entirely on persuasion to deal 
with the situation. His letter inclu:les oo indication otherwise, 
while he is clearly making a serious attenpt to persuade. If this 
approach was at all characteristic, it \.nlld have served to nore easily 
allow the cases of desertion these sources reJ;X>rt. 
Ivo writes, 
Let me make use of the 'WOI'ds of the IDrd: 'Bel'nld, Satan de-
narrle.:i to have you that he might sift you like wheat. ' (Luke 
22) You have been driven fran yoor senses by the beguiling 
oratory of certain individuals. These ones, :p.lffai up with 
the leaven of the Pharisees, arrl not satisfierl with the I.Drd's 
own grain, glory in the meagerness of their diet, arrl in not 
sparing their l:x:rly. • • • They persuade rronks to desert their 
rroriasteries • • • (arrl] to ~ Sarabaites, so that they may 
live in is:>laterl sp::>ts according to their own individual law. 
Ivo warns that this opens than up to many tatptations, including that 
" ••• t:OOse who do not succeed in supplying their neais by the lal:x:>r 
of their hards • • • while vanquished by want • • • preach that they 
1128 . h . . f the . . may eat. One nug t llllagine sane o new converts to er€J!ll.tism 
being impellai to preaching partly by this discovery of hardship. 
28 D. Ivo carnotens Episcopis, ~ 192, Patrologiae CLXII, 
198-200: •~ut verbis Daninicis utar: F.cce Satanas expet1v1t vos, ut 
cribraret sicut triticum (!llC. XXII), quia quorunrlam suasionil:usa 
sensu vestro turbati estis, qui, pharisaico fermento inf la ti, non 
Daninico frumento .impiguati, gloriantur in vilitate cihorum, et in 
non parcenio corpori. ••. suadent nonachis ut rronasteria sua 
deserant • • • an fieri Sarabaitas, ut in privatis locis proprio 
jure vivant."; 200-201: " ••• qui de lal:x:>rib.ls manum necessaria 
sibi praeparare non sufficiunt ••• dun victi penuria ••• praerli-
cant ut rcarxlucent. • • • " 
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Another of Ivo '- s letters is addressed to "Brother Rainald, pro-
fesse:i at the Clrurchof St John the Baptist. 029 Rainald's identity 
is not certain, though D. G,. !vbrin believes him likely to have been a 
certain Angevin saint of local repute. Morin suggests that l:oth 
dates, an:l the name of the carmunity fran which ea.ch of these figures 
is suppose:i to have. floo, would fit. Variations on the name of this 
St Renaud .include Fainaldus.30 
This Renaud is said to have left a ccrcmunity of Augustinian can-
ons regular "in the abbey of Sa:int~ohn-of-the-Vineyards" at Soissons. 
This camnmity was fourrlerl in 1076. Renaud was resolvai to follow the 
example of Robert of Arbrissel, a.rd sought out a hennitage :in the for-
est of Craan. He later mJVed to the forest of Ma.linais :in Anjou. 
There he built a m:rlest sanctuary. He passe:i his remaining days among 
a ccmnunity of his followers, arrl died in 1103 or 1104. 31 
Iva's letter to Rainald attanpts to persuade him to reverse his 
decision to becane a beonit. Iva's particular concern is that others 
will follow Rainald's example. 
I tell you these things not to lecture you, but to recall to 
your miOO how you srould balance out the consideration of your 
own good, as you reach for perfection, lest you beccme a 
stumbling-block for the weak. For it is sanetimes better to 
errlure weaknesses than while attaining to the highest things 
yourself, to becane a source of division aroong your fellows. 32 
29 D. Ivo Carnotens Episcopus, Ep .. 256, Patrologiae CLXII, 262. 
3o D. G. Marin, "Rainaud l 'ennite et Ives de Chartres: Un epi-
scrle de la crise du cfuobitisme au XIe-XIIe sieele," Revue Ben€rlict:ine 
40 (1928) : 113. 
31 Morin 113-14. 
32 
Ivo, ~- 262; ''Haec dicens non te doceo, sai camnnefacio uti 
oonum tuum ita dispenses, ut cum perfectioni interrlis, ne fias scan-
dalum infinnis, quia satius est aliquando infinna tolerare quam surrma 
cum sc:tmisnate facere , •• , '' 
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Ivo •· s particular concern over Painald' s influence is further testinony 
to the occurrence of rronastic desertions, 
P.ainald wrote a brief reb.lttal of Ivo's arguments, as well as a 
longer treatise broadly criticizing current nonastic life. His criti-
cisn focuses prmarily on bvo major points. He argues that nonks do 
not truly practice either asceticisn or fraternal charity. 33 Within 
this discussion, Rainald's treatise is of particular interest as a 
piece of propaganda. Its wording daronstrates that it was interrle:l to 
circulate airong nonks ani persuade than to leave their roonasteries. 
Let those within the cloisters hear this, arrl urrlerstarrl it, 
an:i having urrlerstood, let them becane terrif ie:l. Let than be 
terrifie:l, I say, as hearers of the law, am not doers. By 
straining out the gnat, arrl gulping down the camel, those who 
are supposerl to be guardians of claustral observance treat the 
I.Drd 's precepts with contenpt.. • • • Jerane wrote to a roonk 
namerl Rusticus tRufinus?l : ' •• , if you truly desire perfec-
tion, go out with Abraham fran your own larrl, C arrlJ nake:l, 
follow the nake:l Christ. '· • • • This is the advice of Lan-
franc to a certain nxmk who was thinking about leaving his 
roonastery: •· ••• I ha.ve been informa:l, brother, that you wish 
to depart fran your monastery, but you are anxious because of 
your pranise of stability • • • • If I, Lanfranc, had sworn 
an oath with my own hard not to depart fran my roonastery, but 
saw that I could not gain the salvation of my soul there, I 
\\Otlld leave - nor ~ld I be guilty of perjury.' ' ••• fran 
arrong the sons of the devil, let hlm migrate to the sons of 
peace, of humility, of hope, irrleerl to the sons of GOO, ' as 
the Apostle says. 34 
33 Painaldus, "De vita nonacborum," entire text presente:l in 
M:>rin, 104-110. 
34 P.ainaldus 107-10: "Atrliant hoc claustrales, et intelligant, 
et intelligentes expavescant. Expaves:ant, inquam, auditores legis, 
non factores, qui colando culican, camelumque glutierrlo, claustrales 
observantias custcdiunt, et danini praecepta contenpnunt. • • • 
Ierorilim.Is, ad nona.chum nanine Rusticum scribens ••• si vero perfec-
ta desideras, exi cum Abraham de terra tua, nudus nuduiitC~stum sequ-
ens. • • • Consilium Lanfranc1 ad querrlam no-n.aciiimi consulentan de-
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The existence of such a document is in itself quite striking. 
One may suppose that such arguments might have playai a significant 
role within the erenitic revival, if they circulata:l. rutinald's pro-
vision of an "auth::>ritative" opinion in favor of breaking one's VCM of 
staf:>ility nust have spoken to a canpelling source of concern for nonks 
drawn to join this revival. Rainald 's arguments also provide further 
evidence for the influence of the irnitatio Christi, seen particularly 
as a call to poverty. In carmenting on this treatise, Modn offers 
the· observation that Painald's citation of sources is unusually negli-
--~ •· t 35 gent Cl.J.Ll mexac • 
Together, this evidence clearly suggests sane flow of nonastic 
personnel into the element of hermits and wandering preachers. The 
significance of this factor may perhaps be suggested by Bolotin's 
views on both the influence of the preachers, ard their novel presen-
tation of nonastic learning to the populace. Accounts of the activi-
ties of Bernard of Tiron ~uld terd to conf irrn this impression. 
This suggestion may exemplify broader statements made by three 
scholars. Rosalin:l and Christopher Brooke state in Popl:1lar Religion 
in ~ Middle ~' 
n;pnasterio reliquerrlo ••• ; Irrlicatum est mihi, frater, quia de tuo 
rronasterio IF. 142v I vis rece:iere; sErl sOiriclt.Us es de prCmISsa-sta= 
bilitate • : • • Si 01,0 Lanfrancus ma.nu .E;opr:a me denonasterio non 
recessurum iurassen, videran· autan ~ ibi anlltlam salvare non possen, 
exiran, nee periurii reus essen. • • • a nliis diabOli migrat ad f i-
~ recis, i:nmtITitatrs;-~, ~<ad) filios Dei, dicente apOSt.Oio." 
Cfina two lmes presenterl. as of St Paul, not of Lanfranc.) 
35 :r.brin llO~ 
The 9th arxi 10th centuries witnessai the beginning of a 
great revival of the religious life. The monastic cloister 
was the centre of a deeply influential, deeply admired way of 
life • • • not in itself an expression of pop.ilar religion. 
Yet the nonastic, ascetic life lay at the root of nuch which 
is furrlamental in this rook • • • • 36 
Within an article on the origins of heresy, R. M:>rghen also 
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suggests monastic asceticism as a source for popular versions of this 
ideal. He speaks of ". • • monastic asceticisn, which now passa:l fran 
the cloister to the peasantls fann, the merchant's store, arrl the ar-
tisan's "WOrkshop, pajdlerl by the itinerant preachers of the eleventh 
century. " Elsewhere, I~rghen. suggests tlat this opinion is ba.serl upon 
a study of Henry the M:>nk. "lvbnachisn also exercisai a very great in-
fluence on the most humble classes of the pop.tl.ation, as M. Manselli 
has daoonstrata:l in his fx:x:>k on Henry arrl the 'Henricians. ' 1137 
The evidence examinerl for northwest France suggests tlat monks 
were indeerl spreading the m:>nastic ideal of asceticisn among the people 
of this area in the late eleventh am early twelfth centuries. How-
ever, this view should be tenpererl with the observation that the ideals 
the itinerant preachers spread were not strictly rronastic. Not all of 
these preachers were rcnnks. Also, the material present.Erl suggests ele-
ments of originality arrl the influence of current trends. 
My sources name four men who began varrlering a{X)stolates in the 
secorrl decade of the twelfth century. Henry the Monk began his 
36 Rosalirrl arrl Christopher Brooke, Popular Religion in the Mid-
dle Ages: Western Europe lOQQ..,..1300 (Iorrlon! Tbariies, 1984) 48. 
37 R. Morghen, "Problemes sur l'origine de l'heresie au Moyen 
Age," Revue Historicpe Juill.-Sept. 1966: 7-8, 15. 
prea.ch.ing in northtNest France~ His first known appearance was in Le 
Mans in 1116. Jeffrey Burton Russell states that " ••• he was a 
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nnnk, possibly a Cluniac, and he was ahl.e to read and write." He en-
terai Le Mans on Ash Wednesrlay, 38 A contanporary chronicler described 
him as .imitating Christ by seming tw::> disciples before him to an-
nounce his caning. 
The man, determined on the infection of our fellow-citizens 
with his venaoous brea.th, in imitation of the Savior dis-
patched before him to the bishop tw::> of his disciples, like 
him in life and character. When they entered the :0uts1drts of 
our city on Ash WErlnesrlay, the whole population, eager for the 
wickerlness offered than, receivai then as angels of the !Drd 
of all. 39 
Russell notes that the bishop "gave him license to prea.ch a 
series of lenten senoons in the ropes that his eloquence might stir 
the cons::ience of the people, ,.40 The chronicler mentions his cour-
teous reception by the bisl:x:>p, arrl. his warm welcane by s:me of the 
clergy. 
Tl'e pontiff " • • received then courteously • • • Although 
he had urrlertak.en to go to Rane, he instructed his arclrlea-
cons, among other things, to grant to the pseudohennit Henry 
• • • peaceful entry arx:1 license to prea.ch to the people. 
• • • Sane of the clergy, led astray in his schisn by quar-
rels arrl private donations, encouragai the rabble by their 
ranting arrl prepared a platform fran which that danagogue 
38 Jeffrey Burton Russell, Dissent arrl Refonn in the Farly Mid-
dle Ages (Eerkeley: U of California P, 1965) 68-69. 
39 "Henry at Le Mans, u trans 1 fran "Actus pontificum Cenanannis 
in urbe degentium," Erl. G. Busson and A. Lalru (Archives historiques 
du Maine, II Le Mans, 1901 ) in Heresies of the High Middle Ages: 
Selected Sources Translat.Erl arrl. ArmotatErl, Erl. Walter L. wakefield and 
Austin P. Evans (New York: Columbia, 19691 109. 
40 Russell 69. 
might harangue the crow:is of people who hung on his lips. 
Furthennore, when he addressa:i the people, these clerics sat 
weeping at his feet as he roara:i pronounce:nents like an ora-
cle. 41 
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This rea.ction by sane of the clergy is striking testinony to a certain 
clllna.te of fervent piety._ It rec:xmnen::1s itself as backgrourrl to the 
inp.J.lsion of sane churctmen toward eremitisn arrl itinerant preaching. 
Russell cites Raoul Manselli in noting that it \as "not unusual for 
w:urlering preachers to of fer their services as evangelists in this 
period. 0 42 
However, Henry's. seooons soon incita:i the pop.ilace to anticleri-
cal violence. The chronicler gives little idea of precisely what 
Henry said of the clergy. He records a letter to Henry fran a canon 
of the town which claime:l, " • • • you have, as a p.lblic insult, calla:i 
us arrl the whole clergy heretics. 1143 
Henry also apparently attarq;>terl to :implement a program to have 
prostitutes marria:i, sanewhat raniniscent of Robert of Arbrissel's 
efforts. He proclaime:i 
• that no one in the future should receive gold, silver, 
property, or betrothal gifts with his wife, nor sh:>uld she 
bring hlm a dowry, but the naked should marry the nude, the 
ailing the sick, the pauper the destitute. Nor \as he con-
cerna:i whether the chaste or the unchaste marria:i. 44 
After an unspecifia:i period of time, the bishop returna:i arrl 
succeerla:i in expelling Henry fran the town. wal ter L. wakef ield arrl 
41 "Henry" 110. 
42 Russell 69. 
43 "Henry" 110~11. 
44 
"Henry'' 111-12. 
Austin P. Evans oote that after this, Henry traveled soutl'wlld. He 
continued to preach, "am seems also to have noved into an openly 
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heretical p6sition in respect of sane sacraments ani of the Clulrch's 
auth:>rity." They oote that he was the probable target of the COUncil 
of Toulouse tlll9). The third canon of this couocil excannunicates 
those wlX> "attacked the sacraments of the Ellcharist ani b:lptisrn, dis-
p:rragerl the validity of priestly orders, ani held errors al:nlt the 
corrlitions of legit.ilrate matrircony. r• 45 
Russell mentions that at sane tine between 1132 arrl 1135, Henry 
debatErl with a nonk name:l William. This was probably :William of 
Saint-Thierry. Fran a record of this deb:lte, Henry is reported as 
believing that he no longer owed oberlience to men, rut only to Gerl. 
God had given h:im a mission to preach, with a message "based upon the 
evangelical precept of love of neighlx>r." He also rejected infant 
baptism an:i the doctrine of original sin. He denied "all sacerdotal 
power to untNOrthy clergy." He saw the true church as those wlX> 
obeyej the precepts of Scripture in apostolic s.inplicity. He further 
rejected ~ sacramental value of baptism, the necessity of the 
priestly ftmction for absolution arrl marriage, arrl the usefulness of 
church buildings. He corrlemed the clergy for its p:np ani luxury. 46 
Russell states that after leaving Le Mans, Henry preached at 
Bordeaux, Poitiers, an:i elsewhere in southern France. He "attracted 
erx:>ugh attention" that the archbisb:>p of Arles had him arrested arrl 
brought before Pope Innocent II at the Council of Pisa in 1135. He 
45 wakefield am Evans 107, 
46 Russell 46, 
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'tfla.S come.unErl as a heretic, renouncai his errors, arrl w:is orderai to a 
nonastery. He obtainErl permission to leave a.rd join the Cistercians. 
HorNever, ", • ~ he never gainerl that refuge or, if he did, he quickly 
left it an::l returnErl to preach again in Provence.'' In 1145 he re-
fusErl to detate plblicly with Bernard of Clairvaux. " ••• Henry now 
disai;.pears fratr history! "4 7 
During his ap::>stolate in southern Fraoce, Henry is believed to 
have cane in contact with arx:>ther heretical wari:iering preacher, Peter 
of Bruys. They 'WOUld have met sane time before Peter 's death in 1132 
or 1133. Wakefield am Evans state, " ••• smrtly before Peter of 
Bruys dierl, he am Henry came into scrne kirrl of alliance." Russell 
explains that historians used to accept Henry as a disciple of Peter. 
Recently Manselli has anphasizerl Henry's irrleperrlent contrihltions, but 
nost historians still agree that Peter exerted sane influence upon 
Henry. This is ba.SErl partly upon the testim::>ny of their contemporary 
opponents, especially Peter the Venerable. 48 
According to Russell, Peter of Bruys had been a priest. He was 
probably fran a village in the Frerx:h Alps. He w:is expelled fran his 
church for unknown reasons. Wakefield am Evans add that he began his 
itinerant preaching in the Alpine foothills east of the m&e, in 
arout 1112. Like Henry, he displayai a hennit 's awearance. Russell 
notes that he denioo the sacramental value of the eucharist, "doubterl 
the auth:>rity of the Bible beyorrl the Gospels," arrl rejected prayers 
for the dead am the veneration of crosses. Like Henry, Peter reje:terl 
47 Russell 72-76; Wakefield arXi Evans 108. 
48 Russell 74-75; Wakefield am Evans 118. 
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the value of clmrches and the validity of infant baptisn, as well as 
the general validity of the clergy and the sacraments. Unlike Henry, 
\..-__ .. did d . . 1 . 49 
.1.LJVft::ver, Peter mt my or1gma. sm. 
Slnrtly before Henry am Peter began their pre:tching, Tan::helm 
appeared in Flanders. Cohn states that there is sane re:tson for be-
lieving that Tan::helm was a renegade nonk. He was literate. wake-
field am Evans state that he "is row presented as probably a nonk am 
a priest." Probably a native of Utrecht, in about 1110 he came fran 
this diocese into Flanders. Here he \taS ED_Jagai by Count FDbert II on 
a diplanatic mission to Pane. This having failed, am Robert having 
dioo in 1111, by 1112 Tarx=helm was pre:tching .in Brabant. Dressed as a 
nnnk, he dernmced clerical ab.lses to cr<M'.is gathered ll1 an open 
field.so 
Tan::helm became ~e:tslligly heretical. He also, accordllig to 
his critics, became quite eccentrically megalananiacal. He gained a 
wide following, centeroo in Ant\-.lerp. He ai;parently persuaded nany 
people to stop gollig to clrurch. He recruital a set of twelve discip-
les fran a guild of blacksru.ths. Critics also ccrrplained that he 
gained his following particularly throogh his influence on 'NCJ1len. He 
was killai in llls.s1 
While these three figures drifte:i into heresy, the final one to 
be mentioned rerainai orth:xiox. He was ccmnissioned to canbat Tan-
chelm's heresy. Little reports that ~bert of xanten (c. 1080-1134) 
49 Russell 73-7S; Wakefield am Evans 118. 
so wakefield and Evans 96-97; Cohn 46-47. 
51 Russell 56-S8; Cohn 47-50. 
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had beerl raisei arrl e:lucated within the household of the archbishop of 
Cologne. In his early thirties, he urrlerwent a spiritual crisis. He 
fourrl a counsellor in a local abOOt. During the saroo pericxl, the 
archbishop made him a deacon arrl a priest, arrl then a canon. He trial 
to refonn his fellow canons. He also dressed simply arrl preached 
?Jblicly, drawing a sympathetic popular response. H~ver, m 1118 
his colleagues had him reprim:.urle:l for usurping the off ice of preach-
ing, not dressing arrl acting as a canon, arrl dressing as a nonk with-
out havmg taken vows, Norbert respondal by resigning his preberrl, 
selling his property, ani giving the procea:ls to the :poor arrl to his 
frierrls the nnnks. 52 
He then set off on a tour of itinerant preaching through Artois, 
Hainault, arrl Brabant. He took care to obtain papal permission first. 
While stressing poverty arrl a pop.ilar apostolate, he raname:l scrup.i-
lously orthodox. In 1134 he was callal to Antwerp to win people back 
fran Tanchelm' s heresy. This ranaine:l strong despite Tanchelm' s 
death. Norbert apparently urrlertook this mission with success. He 
had also, m 1120, begun the fonnation of the carmunity of Prfuontre 
by settling in a forest with a group of hermits. In 1121 they adopterl 
the Rule of St Augustine, This ranainal a particularly austere order 
of canons. Little mentions that this order receive:l fonnal organiza-
tion in the early 1130.'s, arrl by the middle of the twelfth century in-
clude:l nearly 100 houses. lt)rbert errlal as archbishop of Magdeburg, 
being narnerl to this position in 1126. 53 
52 Little 87..-88. 
53 Little 87-90; Cohn 50; Tadeusz .Manteuffel, Naissance d'une 
As with the earlier itinerant preachers, it is particularly 
striking that all these figures came fran within the church. It is 
also striking .that three of those wro began during this pericd nnverl 
so far t:ow:ird entire rejection of the ecclesiastical hierarchy and 
sacramental practices. Russell ts ccmnent suggests that itinerant 
preachers were not tmecmoc>n at this time,. Many of them apparently 
ranaina:l quite orthodox. Henry 1 s original reception at Le Mans is 
consistent with this suggestion. PDlot.in 's ccmnents also imply the 
existence of a number of anonynous preachers arourrl 1130 in northern 
~ance., who were apparently favora:l by at least sane church:nen in 
positions of autl'x:>rity. 
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These figures also continue to suggest ties to the eranitic re-
vival, trough none is specifically mentioned as preca:ling his preach-
ing tour by a stay in the forest" The exanples of Norbert am Tan-
cheJm might suggest sane greater tendency at this point to rrove di-
rectly into itinerant preaching. 
rufu:-esie; Les adeptes de la pauvrete volontaire au Mayen Age, trad. 
Anna"Posner, civilisations et Soci~t~ 6 (J?aris: l-buton, 1970) 36-37. 
CHAPl'ER v 
COt0.1.JSICNS 
Itinerant preaching aR;>92U'Erl as a characteristic European phe-
narenon in the years arourrl 1100. Its context was a general expan-
sion in the lifestyle of voluntary p:werty. This took shape primarily 
in the roovem:nts toward revival of the lifestyle of the hennit arrl 
the canon regular. Both these :roovanents spread toward the errl of the 
eleventh century, proliferating in a variety of fonns. This spread of 
the ideal arrl lifestyle of voluntary p:werty has been explainerl as 
either a reaction to the growth of a m::>ney ecorx:my, or the extension 
of the ideals of church reform. Additional factors may be suggesterl - . 
to nore fully account for this phenanenon. Spiritual aspirations 
I!D.lSt certainly be considererl,. while positive s::>cial fun:tions nay also 
De proposerl. 
This proliferation in styles of p:werty took on a particular 
character of experimentation, blerding of aspe.:ts fran different 
s:mrces, arrl m::wement of irrlividuals fran one style of religious life 
to another. Traditional Bene1ictine nonasticisn W!S drawn into this 
milieu through contributing personnel arrl fonns. As in the cases of 
Vallanbrosa a.rd Citeaux, sane te:rrlency may also be seen toward adop-
tion of elanents of a new style into a m::xli.fierl version of the tradi-
tiona.l style. 
Benerlictine roonasticisn may also be prop:>sed as having provided 
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the basic m:xiel with which these styles reacted. It would have been 
the major repository of this value before the lifestyles of hennit ard 
camn regular began to be revived. As these lifestyles were revived, 
they took on Ila-I fonns. Scrae specific cases of lx>rra-Ti.ng fran Bene-
dictine nonasticisn are noted, particularly that by hel::mits of an 
adapted Rule of St Benedict. It may be suggestro that the new styles 
both borrowei fran, an:1 reacted against, this traditional m::rlel. Her-
mits and canons terned to react against it in opp:>site directions. A 
view of new styles of religious life anerging praniscuously out of 
traditional IOOnasticisu is presented by the contemporary observer Pa-
gan Bolotin. '!his terns to confinn the m:xiel being proposed. 
Within this restless context the style of the itinerant preacher 
developed. The crusade preachers are the earliest figures mentioned 
as adopting this style. Robert of Arbrissel began his preaching in 
1096, ard tes nest likely influenced by their exarrple. He is the 
first one mentiooed to adopt this style as a pennanent way of life, 
and preach a broader message. There are several irrlications that he 
w:is particularly influential. He is noted as the example for certain 
others, while the hel::mit Renaui is said to have been drawn fran Sois-
sons to the forests of northwest France by his repitatioo. He drew an 
admidng Life fran one bisl'x:>p, am comanning letters fran at least 
i:WO others. His IIO'lastic fourXlatian grew "prcxUgiously." Zarnecki 
mentions that William of Malmesl::ury called hlm "the roost farrow; am 
eloquent preacher of tlx>se times. 111 This may reccr.merrl RO:t>ert as a 
1 
George Zarnecki, The M:>nastic kh.i.evenent, Library of Maiieval 
Civilization (New York; M=Graw, 1972) 92. 
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central source of inspiration in the spread of itinerant preaching. 
Before adopting this style, Robert had actai as a priest am 
probably as a teacher. He had been educatai at Paris, where he had 
also apparently becane involvai in the issues of church refonn. 
Sources suggest for him prior evidence of skill at preaching, arrl per-
haps a native penchant for w:uxlering. In 1092 or 1095 he retirai to a 
hermitage in the forest to daiicate himself to contenplation. He be-
gan attracting followers ani fanned than into a ccmnunity of canons • 
.According to lx>th of bis Lives, Robert was given a carmission to 
urdertake public preaching by Pope Urban II. It \eS clearly a calling 
Robert took to. He preached widely in northwest France, and was joinerl 
by certain others in this. He took a particular interest in the un-
derprivilegai, fanning his followers into nnnastic ccmnunities. As 
general sources of influence toward Robert's style, the :imitatio 
Christi, the penitential pilgrimage, ani the canon's etphasis on the 
.. "w:>rk of Martha"' may be propoSErl, 
Following Robert's beginning, several other figures are namerl as 
early itinerant preachers. The 100st striking characteristic they 
share in camon is an origin within the church. The earliest figures 
workai with Robert arrl ranainal orth:rlax. · In the secorrl decade of the 
twelfth.century, four other praninent figures are mentione:l as begin-
ning a wandering apostolate. Of these, three ~ heretical ani the 
fourth was ccmnissionai to ccrobat heresy. However, there seem to have 
been a ntmlber of other preachers at this tune wh:> ranainoo ortl'x:rlax. 
These figures also display camon ties to eranitism. While ear-
lier preachers arergai fran the ranks of hermits, later ones display 
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the hennit ''S style. A particular comition for the devel0pte1t of 
itinerant preaching in no~t France was apparently a proliferation 
of henni ts in the forests of this area. COnt:etp:>raries markei this 
i;a.ttern by calling then '~false hermits," while Pagan Bolotin' s poem 
satirizei than for the seeming eypocrisy of their roles. 
There is also oonvllx:ing ev:idence that a number of nnnks and 
other regular religious left their ccmnunities to join this elanent of 
hel:mi.ts and wardering preachers. This is of particular significance 
as a corrluit for the spread of elements of nnnastic tradition anong 
the poi:ulace. Bolotin suggests this point. There is sane evidence 
for nonks leaving their nonasteries for the hennitage within the ear-
lier eremitic revival in northern Italy. For northwest France, this 
i;a.ttern is evid~al by mentions of its occurrence by Geoffrey the 
Fat, Marh:xie of Rermes, and Ivo of Chartres. Of named itinerant 
preachers, Bernard, Henry, arrl probably Tanchelm had been ncnks. 
Ge'raud had been a regular canon. Vitalis arrl ~rbert had also been 
canons, perhaps regular. Ivo of Olartres w.rote one letter attempting 
to dissuade m::>nks fran their zeal toward the eranitic life, and anoth-
er asking Rainald the Hennit to return to his ccmnunity of canons so 
as not to set a bad exanple. Fainald himself wrote a treatise in-
ten:ial to circulate annng rocnks and persuade then to leave their rrai-
asteries. 
The earlier aroong these figures followerl Robert's exanple, 
preaching with him in northwest France. In the secorxl decade of the 
twelfth century, itinerant preachers appearal in SJUthern France ani 
the Il:M Co\mtries. This raises the question of a relationship bet\aJeen 
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these developnents. While Henry began .in northwest France arrl then 
nove:i southward, the cases of Peter, Tarx::helm, a.rd Norbert do not .in-
dicate any specific .influen::e fran this area. Peter had begun his 
preaching before Henry~ Further research is irdicate:l .into the devel-
opnent of itinerant preaching .in these are:ls. 
Limitations have also been place:i on this attarpt by my lack of 
access to Geonan sources. Cohn rotes that 
Revolutionary novanents of the poor, heade:i by messiahs or 
living sa.ints • • • occurre:i with in::re:ls.ing frequency fran 
the erd of the eleventh century onwards. • • • So far as 
oorthern Europe is corx:erne:i, it is only .in the valley of ~ 
Rhine that one can detect an apparently unbroken tradition of 
revolutionary millenarianisn cont.inuing down to the sixteenth 
century. 
Cohn also i.Irlicates that popular pre:ichers of the First Crusade were 
active along the Rhine. 2 He does rot describe the activities of any 
"messiah" .in the Rhinelard during this initial perioo. ~ver, it 
was .in Cologne that Norbert was raisai ard became inspired to take 
up itinerant pre:iching. These suggestions may po.int to the Rhine-
land as aoother pranising area .in which to examine the developnent of 
this phenanenon. 
The material which bas been exarninai may also i.Irlicate further 
research along certain other lines. Primarily, the gathering of nore 
extensive data on lx>th l's:mi.ts arrl it.inerant pre:ichers of this period 
could yield a fuller view of this phenaoonon. The naterial presente:l 
hints at an evolution fran orthodox ~d nore heretical messages. 
2 
Nonlan Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millermium: Revoluti~ 
Millenarians arrl sticai AnarChiSts of the Middle Ages, rev.~ 
New York: Oxford tJP, 1970 53, 2. 
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'!his is a point which might be rcore closely examined. This material 
also points toward a closer examination of contrihlting comitions 
within the cl'UJ.rch at this particular point. 
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